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The results of developing six alternate calculation procedures for parametric
turbine engine performance computer proBram. is presented . The alternate pro-
cedures were evaluated separately and then collectively in a baseline para-
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dynamic properties , matrix coefficient prediction , regression of component
cha racteristics , afterburner calculations and regression of the compression
process. Analysis of the combined procedures resulted in a cost reduction of
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FOR EWORD

This report describes the study effort conduc ted by the Detroit Diesel
Allison, Division of General Motors Corporation, and sponsored by the Air
Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Systems Conieand, W ri ght-Patterson
AFB , Ohio under Contract F33615—77-C-2071, AF Projec t No. 3066 with James R.
Ri~ le, AFAPL/TBA, as Proj ect Engineer.

The work reported herein was performed during the report period of Septenter
1977 through February 1979. Richard A. Sulkoske was the Detroit Diesel
Allison Program Manager and the technical work was performed by..Job~rt- .E.
Clark , Development Engineer.

This report covers all work done under the Task I contract of the Regression
Simulation of Turbine Engine Performance Prog ram. When referr ing to this
program in the text wh ich follows , the abbreviation RSTEP Is used.
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ABBREV IATIONS ABD A(~ON YMS

API Aero Propul si on Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Day-
ton, Ohio

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure

eff Effici ency

FN Engine net thrust

h—lambda Gas enthalpy adj ustment used in burner temperature rise calcula-
ti ons

psi (4.) Term used In turbi ne design - 4.* being desi gn value

111* • g J(iK~)/U
2 32.174 x 778.156 x .~i4~tJ2

where: .~H*a turbi ne design point enthalpy chamge
U • turbi ne bl ade mean-line velocity

S 

~~i _ _ _ _ _then: 
~
, ‘ x (~~~,,11j. ) x 4 ~

PASS Niisber of Iteration passes through the cycle calculations required
to complete a cycle match

R0 Turbine design expansion ratio

Re Turbine expansion ratio

• WF Engi ne total fuel fl~~ rate

SFC Eng i ne specific fuel consunption

‘1 Efficiency

~~‘8cr Enthalpy change across the turbine corrected by turbine inlet
theta—critical

Afterburner inlet parameter, a function of inlet temperature,
pressure, velocity, and burner length
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SUMMAR Y

This report presents the final results of Regression Simulation of Turbine
Engine Performance - Task I.

A baseline parametric turbojet simulation program was used to evaluate six
alternate calculation procedures. These procedures, as developed, are general
In nature and could be used in other similar gas turbine performance pro-
grams. There are always many ways of reducing run cost of any specific com-
puter model. However, the following six areas ware selected for study due to
their general application and because analysis of a baseline computer run
showed these areas to be major factors in computer run time.
THERMO PROPERTIES

The generation of thermodynamic properties of the gas path required by many of
the component calculations was improved in two ways. The polynomial equations
were shortened from fifth to third order with the number of temperature ranges
increased to maintain accuracy. All Iterations were replaced by direct equa-
tions.

MATRIX COEFFICIENT PREDICTION

The baseline program uses a typical finite difference method to generate the
matrix of partial derivatives to begin the cycle matching procedure on each
off-design data point. This was replaced by constants and curve fits of a
sample data set to rapidly initialize the matrix , thus reducing the number of
passes through the cycle calcu lations per data point.

TURB INE MAP R EGR ESS ION

The baseline program uses turbine flow and efficiency characteristics in tabu-
lar form. Table interpolation was replaced by regression models of an alter-
nate turbine characteristics format.

AFTERBURNER CALCULATIONS

• Temperature rise tables were replaced with equations using a special set of
thermodynamic properties which include dissociation effects. The calculations
for pressure loss due to heat addition ware replaced with a regression model.

COMPR ESSOR MAP R EGR ESS ION

The tabular compressor characteristics ware replaced by a regression model.

• COMPRESSION PROCESS REGRESSION

• The calcu lation of ideal enthalpy rise using thermodynamic properties and rel-
ative pressure function was replaced by a regression equation as a function of
compressor inlet temperature and compressor pressure ratio.

The cost analysis was based on a charging algorithm which computed Cost Units
(CU ’s) as a function of program core memory (CM) size and central processing
unit (CPU) computing time. The following figure shows the final evaluation
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results for each alternate procedure studied Individually and for all procad-
ures studied collective ly. It shows that the final effec t of this project - is
a cost reduction of 46.4% in the generation of parametric engine off-design
performance data (which could have saved an estimated $9280 on computer charg-
es during the development of a TEVCS data base In 1976).
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Regression Simulation of Turbine Engine Performance (RSTEP) was a four task
program aimed at reducing the cost of using the Turbine Engine Variable Cycle
Selection (TEVCS) and Airplane Responsive Engine Selection (ARES) procedures
while mai ntaining or improving accuracy levels necessary for a meaningful pro-
pulsion concept and/or cycle selection. Detroit Diesel Allison (DDA), Dlvi-

S sin of General Motors Corporation, was awarded a contract for Task I of that
• program. This Is the final report of Task I.

• The purpose of RSTEP-Task I is to identify and evaluate computation procedures
that will reduce computer resource expenditures where these new procedures are
applied to existing parametric turbine engine performance programs. The pro-
gram approach has been to define, develop and evaluate six alternate computa-
tional procedures first individually and then collectively in an existing par-
ametric turbine engine performance program.

A Problem Program Efficiency Product leased from Boole and Babbage Inc., re-
ferred to hereafter as the PPE Analyzer, was used to identify the areas of the
program of highest compute time and to evaluate compute time effects of pro-
gram changes. DOA carefully coordinated the selection of alternate calcula-
tion procedures with the Air Force and evaluation results were frequently re-
viewed jointly to achieve a maximum benefit from this Task I effort. Although
the alternate calculation procedures were developed specificall y for paramet-
ric turbine engine performance programs, some may also be applicable to other
turbine engine customer card decks and several could be used cost effectively
in in-house turbine engine design programs as well.

• Since the procedures developed in this RSTEP project were to be applicable
industry wide, some areas of the baseline parametric deck i,ere not considered
for alternate procedures. These included table interpolation and the schedul—
ing of variable geometry components. The present needs and methods in areas
such as these vary greatly in the industry and, therefore, alternate proced-
ures would not be generally adaptable. However, the basic methods of thermo—
dynamic properties generation, component simu lation and cycle matching do have
enough conmionality for industry acceptance of alternate procedures. It is in
these areas that this RSTEP effort is primarily concentrated.

Regression analysis used in this project Involved a stepwise multiple linear
regression analysis program. This program has been in use a long time at DDA
and uses procedures typical of most regression analysis computer programs
found in the industry. The user Identifies the desired independent variables
as combinations of supplied parameters with which to correlate a dependent
variable In a stepwise manner of adding independent variables to the equation
one at a time. Weighting of data points is also permitted. Improvements in
curve fitting accuracy often come from trying new and sometimes unusual
combinations of Independent var i ables involving cross-products and exponents.
This type of regression analysis was utilized throughout this project.

1
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SECTION II

EVALUAT ION PROCEDURE

It was considered important to define an adequate evaluation procedure to
quantitatively assess the merits of each alternate procedure developed. The
first step was to establish a baseline parametric deck and baseline data set
with which to perform comparisons. Then an acceptable method of comparison
and the evaluation criteria ware established which included sufficient evalua-
tion factors to provide guidance during alternate procedure development and to
provide data upon which to make the selection of acceptable procedures for use

H In future parametric decks throughout the industry.

BASELINE PARNIETRIC DECK

The parametric steady—state design/performance deck selected as the base-line
evaluation tool was used to generate the engine matrix performance data for
the TEVCS Phase II study and for an ARES data base and ATS studies. It repre-
sents a family of advanced technology variable geometry afterburning turbojet

S engines consistent with component technology of the 1980/85 period and Intend-
ed for use In advanced supersonic aircraft system studies. Parametric deck
data represents “typical” engine characteristics for the engine design van -
ables of overall pressure ratio (Re), maximum turbine rotor inlet tempera-
ture (RIT) and an airflow scheduling parameter, theta break (~B)• 

This
parametric deck performs the engine matching and performance calculations In a
manner typical of that used in the Industry. Thus, It is used as a valid can-
didate for alternate procedure evaluation.

S PPE ANALYZER

• 
- One fully-automated step in the evaluation process was the use of the Problem

Program Efficiency (PPE) Product, a program leased from Boole and Babbage,
Inc., which determines the areas where a program spends its time while in exe-
cution. Execution time Is increased no more than five percent while accutnula-
ting over 11,000 samples of executIon addresses and providing reports on sta-
tistical analyses of that data.

This analysis also provides a more accurate total CPU time than the one pro-
vided by the normal computer accounting system. The normal system may be as
much as 20 to 30 percent low on CPU time for a multi—processing system due to
a low sampling rate used to minimize overhead costs. The PPE Analyzer uses a
wall-clock short sampling time interval. Thus, the ratio of active to total
samples multiplied by the elapsed wall-clock time gives a much more accurate
(though not perfect) total active CPU time with normal errors being less than
five percent.

4

The analyzer was linked to the parametric deck for the baseline run and fqr
the full evaluation of each alternate procedure and the final combined proce-
dures program. Additional use of the analyzer was made In several alternate
procedures where more than one approach was developed. It was also used to
re-establish the baseline when changes were made in the computer hard-
ware/software so that all comparisons could be correlated back to the same
origina l baseline--making all data shown in this final report correspond to a
coninon base.
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In the baseline computer run, table interpolations required the highest per-
centage of compute time (32.12%), followed by calculation of thermodynamic gas
properties (25.92%) and math functions (15.72%). The rest of these CPU time
breakdown figures are shown in Table 14 along with a comparison to alternate
procedure evaluation runs.

COST ALGORITHM

It was recognized at the start of this project that each computing center
throughout the industrty uses a different cost algorithm and that the one used
for cost reduction in this project could impact the results of the evalua- S

tions. Therefore, an airframe i ndustry survey was made to arrive at a compu-
ter charging algorithm typical in the use of parametric decks. This survey
resulted in several factors relevant to establishing a representative algo-
rithm for this project.

• The majority of parametric deck User ’s run them on CDC equipment , primar i-
ly CDC 6600 computers .

• The majority of industry runs involve the creation of large data bases
which result in pr imarily CPU—bound running with peripheral and I/O chang-
es being a low percentage (10 to 20 percent) of the total run cost.
• Althou~i the cost for core memory use on a CDC computer makes up a rela-

tively high percentage (25 to 50 percent) of computer run cost, the trend
at some facilities is to reduce that percentage.
• Charging methods and termino logy vary with data centers. All facilities

surveyed apply a dollar value to cost un its applied to each type of compu-
ter operation performed. Therefore, in RSTEP the term cost unit (CU) will
be used to compute the cost of evaluation runs. Major charges are for the
central processing unit (CPU) which performs calculations and is charged
for its usage time, or CPU seconds. Since all facilities use a sharing
system, it is important to charge for the use of core memory (CM) only for
the useful time, CM seconds.

Peripheral charges were a part of the run cost at all facilities surveyed.
H Therefore, it is a part of the RSTEP charging algorithm. However, the use of

peri pherals was not expected to change during the RSTEP program modifications
S since I/O per data point and the data packages were not changed and program

overlay was not utilized . In ligh t of this information , It was decided that
the amount of CU’s for CPU and CM portions of ie baseline run be increased by
15 percent and that this same number of CU’s oe added to all evaluation runs
to account for peripheral charges without individuall y bookkeeping disk/tape
and I/O operations. This approach acknowledges the relative impact of peri-
pheral costs on the RSTEP evaluat ion process without attempting to apply any
one data center cost algorithm in detail.

This leaves only CPU time and CM time to be affected by and analyzed for RSTEP
S alternate procedures. Some facilities use a multi plying effect of CPU and CM

t ime to compute cost un i ts while others use an additive effect. It was decid—
ed that an additive effect be used such that CPU effect outweighs CM effect on
the baseline run by a factor of two to one. Assuming that one second of CPU
time is equal to one CU, then the use of core memory of a size equivalent to

• the baseline parametric deck for one useful second would produce a charge of
0.5 CU. Thus, the total cost for the baseline run for one second of CPU time
is one cost unit for the CPU and 0.5 CU for the core memory.

3
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Based on that Information and on the baseline evaluation computer run discus-
sed later in this section, the equation established for cost evaluation , using
23.77 cost units for the fixed charges for peripherals, is shown below.

Total CU’s 23.77 + CPU x (1.0 + 0.5 X CM/CMbase)

Where: CPU is seconds of compute t ime
CM is core memory
CMbase is core memory of the baselin e program

ACCURACY EVALUATION

The most important aspect of evaluating alternate procedures was the analysis
of differences in engine performance resulting from the program changes. An
essential part of this phase was automation. The goal was to use the major
portion of resources for developing alternate procedures and to keep the eval-
uation process inexpensive and rapid but thorough.

To achieve this goal , the parametric deck generated a two-card output on each
off—design data point which were automatically accumulated and stored on a
permanent computer disk file on each run , requiring no card handling and pro-

S viding data for a separate program to read and compare. The data on these
cards included identification parameters such as data point number, altitude ,
flight velocity and power lever angle as wall as engine performance parameters
of not only net thrust and fuel flow rate but al so 13 other engine performance
parameters and the cycle match ing iteration counter referred to as PASS.

Two baseline data sets were generated for evaluation , a checkout data set and
a full evaluation data set. Figure 1 shows the engine operating conditions

- 

S used for logic checkout for each of four engines In the full evaluation date
set. The checkout data set consisted of the same 185 data points but for only
the second engine. The four engines were selected to Include changes in the
i ndependent design variables (Rc, RIT and ~

) in the evaluation process.
The operating conditions were selected to represent a typical advanced super-
sonic aircraft fli ght envelope with non-augmented power (PLA � 50) extending
only to Mach 1.2 and augeented power (PLA > 60) going up to Mach 2.5.

An accuracy evaluation computer program was then written to perform the accu-
racy portion of the evaluation process on both the checkout and full data
sets. It retrieved the baseline data set and any other specified data set• from disk files and, based on a set of inpu t Instructions , analyzed the per-
formance of each engine as wall as producing a suninary of all four engines.
It permitted the user to select different groups of data points to be analyzed
and the performance parameters to be compared. Job control language (JCL) was
set t~ to execu te this accuracy evaluation limtediately following the execution
of the data package on the same computer run which eliminated some card hand-
ling and provided rapid evaluation results.

Guidelines were established as to acceptable variations In engine performance
- 

- S resulting from program changes. The pr imary concern Is that alternate proced-
ures should mainta in consistency between configurations such that trends rela-
tive to the key variables are not significantly affected. There may be some

4 areas of engine operation, such as low power settings, where var iations of

4
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several percent could be acceptable without affecting trend consistency in
parametric studies. However, goals for Individual alternate procedures were
set at 0.5% average and 1.5% maximum deviations in net thrust and fuel flow
rate with rejection levels set at 1.0 percent average and 3.0 percent maximum
deviations.

BASELINE COMPUTER RUN

A baseline was established with which to compare checked out alternate proced-
ures. It i nvolved the execution of the 740—point full evaluation data package
with the baseline program linked to the PPE Analyzer . The baseline program
size was 171,072 bytes on an IBM 370/168 computer . The PPE Analyzer accumu-
l ated 11,040 active samples taken during execution, giving a 96 percent conf I-
dence level that the percentage of compute time breakdown is within 0.8 per-
cent.

The baseline computer run required 105.65 seconds of CPU time. This gave the
following cost units f or CPU t ime and core memory.

CU’ s for CPU and CM = 105.65 x (1.0 + 0.5 x CM/171,072)
= 158.48 CU’s

The previous discuss i on of cost algorithm indicated that 15 percent of this
cost unit figure on the basel ine run would establish a fixed assessment for
periphera l usage on all evaluation runs.

Cu’s for peripherals 0.15 x 158.48 = 23. 77 CU’ s

Thus, the total cost units required to generate the basel ine data set was cal-
culated.

Total CU’s 23.77 + CPU x (1.0 + 0.5 x 01/171,072)
= 182.25 CU’ s

This same equation was then used for each evaluation run by inserting the CPU
seconds and CM program size required by each program change.
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Four Engine Cycles: No. 
~ç 14 ( C F)

1 9 2350 1.00
2 12 2700 1.12
3 15 3050 1.24
4 18 3400 1.36

I

0 Dry power
x Augmented power

Mach number

Dry Power Data: 5 throttle sett ing at each of 19 flight
conditions; total of 95 pts.

Augmented Power Data: 3 throttle settings at each of 30 flight
conditions: totJl of 90 pts.

Number of data points per engine: 185 pts.
Number of data points for evaluation process: 740 pts .

• Note Scheduling of variable geometry components would remai n
the same throughout the task to maintain comparability.

S I~~~~ ( TE-5055

4 ~i,jre 1. Evaluation Data Package.
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SECTION I I I

FIRST STUDY--THERMO PROPERTIES

Prelimi nary studies indicated that approximately 25 percent of the compute
time was spent in the generation of thermodynamic properties performed within
a generalized function subprogram, called Function GASP for gas properties.
This routine is treated like a utilit y routine which readily provides one of
ten thermodynamic state properties on call from anywhere within an engine mod—
el. Because of its high usage, the GASP routine was a very good candidate for
cost reduction effort.

The routine used in the baseline program contains fifth-order polynomial curve
fits (one for each of three temperature ranges) to define enthalpy and rela-
tive pressure function logarithm as functions of temperature and fuel—air
ratio. Other parameters are computed using these polynomials coupled with
equations and, in some cases, an iteration procedure. Polynomials are used
for air and stoichiometric combustion products , and a mole fraction equation
is used to interpolate for less than stoichiometric fuel-air ratios. The
three temperature ranges covered 300 to 1000, 1000 to 2400, and 2400 to 4500
degrees Rankine .

STUD Y P LAN

Program area affected: Function subprogram GASP.

Goals: (a) Remove all iterations.
-
‘ 

(b) Replace calculation of Cp and h—lambda with direct curve fits.
- - ~ 

(c ) Replace the three temperature ranges of fifth-order polynomials
with four ranges of third-order polynomials.

Step 1: Select the four temperature ranges.

Step 2: Using the baseline GASP routine, generate data points to be used in
computing polynomial coefficients.

Step~~,: Compute the third-order polynomial coefficients using four points so
that the polynomial equation passes through the points. Where two temperature - 

-ranges must meet, a coninon point is used in both equations.

Step 4: Modify the GASP routine to incorporate the new equations. Replace
iterations and the Cp and h-lambda calculations with direct equations while
maintaining the same calling sequence of the routine.

Step 5: Write a simple program to call the old and new versions of GASP coy—
ering all variables and full ranges of temperature and fuel—air ratio. Print
percent deviations for study and guidance. Repeat steps necessary to achieve
desi red accuracy.

Step 6: Check out in baseline parametric deck.

Step 7: Perform fina l evaluation.

7
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DISCUSSION OF EFFORT

Since the new routine was to be compared to the baseline routine , the baseline
GASP routine was used as the source for data to generate new polynomials as
opposed to going back to its original source of mixing ideal gases. It was
soon found that the selection of temperature ranges and the selection of the
two intermediate temperature points within each range had a si gnificant effect
on accuracy. After several check runs , the four temperature ranges were se-
lected, in degrees Rankine , as 350 to 800 (allowing extrapolation to 300), 800
to 1550, 1550 to 2750 and 2750 to 4300 (allowing extrapolation to 4500). Even
spacing of points within a temperature range was found to be as good as an
“increasing delta ” approach which was also tried.

The development of the origina l polynomials showed a greater difficu lty in
S i curve fitting the lower temperature range since the temperature-enthalpy curve

has more curvature at lower temperatures and tends to straighten at higher
temperatures. For this reason the temperature range of each polynomial in—
creased as temperature increases . This kept curve fitting errors generall y
less than 0.01 percent.

The calculation of the polynomial coefficients was done in double precision
following some accuracy problems with single precision calculations. However,
the coefficients are then used in single precision In the GASP routine .

Accuracy problems were encountered In correlating phi (the natural logarithm
of the relative pressure function) with temper ature and entha lpy. In those
troublesome areas the temperature and enthalpy values were taken to the 0.1
power, which tended to mi n imize the error more than other exponents studied .
A study of the listing of the new GASP routine in Appendix A will i dentify

- 
- when this exponentiat i on was used.

The major problem encountered in this study Involved the direct calculation of
parameters where iterations were used in the baseline routine. The interpola-
tion for fuel-air ratios between zero and stoichiometric involve an equation
based on mole—fractions at a temperature. This equation is used when tempera-
ture Is known and phi or enthalpy Is desired. However, interpolat i on in the
reverse direction becomes more complex. Following several attempts to derive
acceptable interpolation equations for these situation s, the fina l solution
was to curve fit the Interpolation ratio as a function of the two Independent
variables fuel-air ratio and either phi or enthalpy . These equations can be
found in the listing In Appendix A.

The specific heat at constant pressure (Cp) was Incorporated by equations
where it had been computed In the baseline routine via the enthalpy equations
and an increment (plus and mi nus three degrees) in temperature. The h-lambda
term used In burner calculati ons to adjust fuel heating value is a tempera—
ture—~,nthalpy function. It had been computed using the temperature-enthalpy
polynomials for air and stoichiometric products. In the new routine the poly-
nomials ~ re added to directly compu te h-lambda from temperature.

I~~~~ 5
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OTHER ROUTINES STUDIES

Five other versions of the GASP routine were given a cursory evaluation to be
certain that something obvious wes not being over looked. Since the baseline
routine did not include extra logic for such additional independent variables
as dissociation effects, water vapor effects and the ability to vary fuel hy-
drocarbon ratio, these features were not made a part of this study even though
some versions contained one or more of these options.

Version “A” utilized simple equations derived through regression ana lysis
which were developed for possible use in hybrid computers. Version “B” con-
tained more complex regression equations covering the full temperature and
fuel-air ratio ranges in one equation for use on small-core computers for pro-
gram logic checkout. Version “C” used the equations and logic of the 1967
version of the AFAPL “SMOTE” program . Version “0” used a method typical of a
1971 era parametric deck. Version “E” was assembled using the thermo proper-
ties routine of the program M4EP acqui red f rom NASA-Lewis Research Center but
originally developed by Mr. Caddy of NADC, Warminster, Pa.

Versions “A” and “B” contained simplif ications not suitable from an accuracy
viewpoint. Versions “C”, “0”, and “E” were accurate enough but lacked the
desired speed (Table 1). Versions “C” and “D” relied pr imarily on ei ghth—ord-
er polynomials to cover the entire temperature range. Version “E” essentially
uses a series of spline fit coefficients rather than po lynomial curve fits.

Since these routines had to be adapted to the baseline parametric deck, some
conversion penalties were unavoidable. However, the results of their evalua-
tion usi ng the checkout data set were considered sufficient to support the
direction of effort taken to speed i~ the GASP routine. Table 1 sumarizes
the results of compari ng each of the five routines to the baseline program
routine. These results supported the original planned effort.

TABLE 1
RESULTS OF OTHER GASP ROUTINES

Percent Changes
.~CPlJ t ime(minus is faster) Avg ~FN Avg .~WF

Version A -10.9 4.9 7.0
B + 3.6 1.8 2.7
C +12.2 0.2 0.2
D +32.4 0.1 0.1

F N ~~ R E~~LTS 

+ 9.9 0.3 0.2

The new routine was checked ou t In the baseline program. Accuracy levels were
improved to acceptable tolerances and compu te time reduction was substantial.
Then , the full evaluation run was made. The following table shows the accu—
racy results of the 740 data point comparison.
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TABLE 2
THERMO PROPERTIES ACCURACY DATA

Average Deviation - S Maximum Deviation - S
Engine l 2 3 4 All 1 2 3 4 AT1

FN 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.38 0.46 0.25 0.35 0.46
WF 0.13 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.53 0.29 0.32 0.35 0.53
SFC 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.33 0.25 0.20 0.13 0.33
PASS -6.7 -2.2 -6.7 -5.1 -5.2 73.3 100 -66.7 -60.7 100

The accuracy of the new routine is well within acceptable tolerances for all
data points . The removal of Iterations within the GASP routine appears to
have improved the cycle match ing iteration convergence rate slightly (PASS was
reduced by 5.2 percent). The detailed breakdown of CPU time within the pros
gram Is suninarized in a later section . It shows the time spent in the thermo
properties routine reduced to nearly half with extra time used for exponen—
tials.

As shown in Figure 1 of the Sumary, core memory was increased due to the ad-
‘~ition of several polynomial equat ions in the GASP routine. The CPU time was
reduced by 7.9 percent for a fina l cost reduction of 6.4 percent, as shown in

• the Cost Unit equation.

Total CU’ s 23 .77 + 97.33 x (1.0 + 0.5 x 174,296/171,072)
= 170.68 CU’ s

Appendix A Is a listing of the final Function GASP subprogram developed for
RSTEP. A detailed study of that listing will provide more information on the
equations and logic used than is possible to describe in this text.
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SECTION IV

SECOND STUDY--MATRIX COEFFICIENTS

The most obvious approach to reducing the compute time in engine simulations
is to reduce the number of passes through the cyc le calculations required to
balance the component flow rates and shaft horsepowers. A procedure which
accomplishes th is has no accu racy prob lem si nce cycle calculations and match— S

ing tolerances are unaffec ted. The number of iteration passes can be divided
into two categories: (1) those required to generate the partial derivatives
by the finite difference method to set up the Newton-Raphso n matrix and (2)
those required to converge the cycle balance to be within acceptable toler-
ance. The second portion, the iteration passes, is a function of the itera-
tion procechire WhiCh has been improved and re-exami ned frequent ly by the in—
dustry. Therefore, a plan was established to eliminate the passes required to
compu te matrix coefficients by substituting a matrix coefficient prediction
procedure. (See Appendix B for definition of coefficients.)

It should be obvious that any cost reduction shown by th is study will be con-
siderably greater when applied to more complex cycles. The cycle used in this
study invo lves only four i ndependent variables , thus only four extra cycle
passes are required using finite differences to establish the matrix coeffic-
ients. For more complex cycles (turbofan and variable cycle engines), the
number of independent variables may be double, triple , or more. As these ex-
tra cycle passes b ecome a higher percentage of t he overall compu te time, their
elimi nation will produce a greater cost reduction .

STUDY P LAN

Program area affected: The beginnning of a match point calculation .

Goal: Rep l ace the finite difference method of computing linear partial den y-
iET~es with a prediction method for establishing those same matrix coeffic-
ients. In the baseline parametric deck this would theoretica l ly reduce the
number of cycle calculation passes by four.

Approach: It was recognized that t he most desirable approach would be to de-
rive equations for the first derivative of the relationships between the m dc—
pendent and dependent variables. However, it was found that for the turbojet
cycle of the base 11 ne program th is approach bec ame beyond the scope of the
project. Therefore, the approach selected for evaluation was an empirical one.

Step 1: Generate a data file containing all matrix coefficients and related
cycle data for each of a representative set of matched data points.

S 
- Step 2: For each matrix coefficient, compute the average value and the aver-

age and maximum devi ation based on the data sample.

Step 3: For those coefficients with relatively high variation, generate re—
gresslon equations to correlate them to cyc le variables.

Step 4: Incorporate logic into the parametric deck to initialize the matrix
coefficients between the first cycle calculation pass and the first Newton-

S Raphson matrix solution . The regression equations are used for coefficients
of hi~~ variation and the average values used for those of low variation.

11
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Step 5: Check out the procedure and improve regression equations as necessary.

Step 6: Perform final evaluation .

DISCUSSION OF EFFOR T

The baseline parametric deck bypasses the generation of matrix coefficients on
partial au9nentation data points when preceded by a maximum augmentation data 4
point at the same flight condition. Those data points use the coefficients
from the previous data point and will not be affected by a coefficient predic-
tion procedure.

A total of 518 data points were selected from the full evaluation data package
as the data sample on which to base the prediction method. This selection of
a data sample represents a typical approach to be used in the final prepara-
tion of any engine simulation following completion of component definition and
engine control characteristics. Minor changes in engine characteristics at a
later time should not significantly reduce the effect of the coefficient pre-
diction method.

The first analysis of the 518-point data sample revealed the need to separate
the points into two groups--a high throttle group and a low throttle group.
This is caused by the variable geometry turbine being used to vary turbine
flow capac i ty in the hi gh throttle region and then being held at the low—flow
position In the lower engine throttle range. This type of regional grouping
is a function of engine design and control and should be studied when develop-
ing a prediction procedure on each new parametric deck.

The division of the data sample was made with 364 data points at or above a
power lever angle of 40 and 154 data points below that throttle setting. New
average values and average and maximum deviations were computed for each data
group. From this statistical data, several coefficients were selected for
regression curve fitting based on either having high variation (above 20 per-
cent) or changing sign since a coefficient with a wrong si gn can be worse than
one being of the wrong magnitude. The rest were initialized to their average
values.

Regression analysis was used to curve fit each of the selected coefficients as
a function of related cycle variables. Equations using a low number of terms
as well  as more complex regression equations were developed to study their
effect on the rate of cycle matching convergence. To study these effects,
three procedures were individually evaluated In the parametric deck:

1) Using only average value
2) UsIng the equations of low complexity
3) UsIng the equations of hi gher complexity

The use of only the average values for the coefficients was unsatisfactory.
The use of regression equations of low complexity (fewer terms) coupled with
average va lues for some of the coefficients was found to be adequate. The use
of more complex regression equations required more manpower to develop and
could not be justified.
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Therefore, the final checkout was made using the combination of constants and
simple regression equations shown in Appendix B. The regression equations
required parameters provided by either the engine design , the engine operating
condition , or the first pass through the cycle calculations based on the ini-
tial values of the cycle ’s four independent variables. This matrix prediction
procedure was relatively easy to program Into the parametric deck.

ANOTH ER APPROAC H STUDIED

Some programs provide an automatic incrementing option which permits the reuse
of the matrix coefficients through an orderly change of power lever angle.

The baseline RSTEP parametric deck was modified to use previous matrix coef-
ficients below a power lever angle of 50.0 (below maximum non-au~nented pow-er). The full evaluation data package was executed without the PPE Analyzer
for a quick evaluation of this simulation of an automatic incrementing op-
tion . The computer ’s CPU timer showed a slight loss in compute time of 1.2
percent with no significant change in engine performance.

The statistical analysis data from that computer run shows why the automatic
incrementing mode fails to achieve the desired results. The average number of
passes was reduced at higher power settings as would be expected, but increas-
ed rapidly at lower power settings.

TABLE 3
AUTOMATIC INCREMENTING CHECK

Average PASS
PLA Baseline Auto. Incr .

45 10.09 7.04
40 12.57 7.96
31 10.25 21.54
22 11.97 13.22

There are several factors affecting this , such as variable geometry scheduling
and operating on a different control schedule below 40.0 power lever angle.
The major point to be made is that the automatic incrementing mode used in
some programs must be a special option switched on at the discretion of the
User and its effectiveness is reduced by certain engine types and cycle match—

- - ing methods. Quite the opposite Is true with the predictor method when prop—
erly Implemented. It works at all power settings and flight conditions , re—
quires no User selection and contains coefficients to handle all modes of
cycle matchin g used in the program. Thus, even if automatic incrementing does
save compute time in most programs, the coefficient predictor method develop—
ment effort is well justified for high-usage steady-state engine models.

FINAL RESULTS

The fina l check run showed nearly the improvement expected (a reduction of
four passes per data point) . Thus , the full evaluation was made. The follow —
i rig table shows the accuracy results of the 740 data point comparison to the
baseline program.
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TABLE 4
MATRIX COEFFICIENTS ACCURACY DATA

Average Deviation - X Max imum Dev i ation -Engine l 2 3 4 All 1 2 3 4 Al l

FN 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.20 0.27 0.31 0.35 0.35
WF 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.27
SFC 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.18 0.23 0.13 0.23
PASS -19.9 -14.2 —24.2 -21.7 —20.0 200 300 150 133 300

The deviations in engine performance observed in this evaluation are merely
the result of slight ly different matching within the same tolerances. The
average data point matched in fewer iteration passes, but some data points
showed an increase in the counter. This is expected to occur with any matrix
coefficient prediction method. The average reduction in the iteration counter

S should improve slightly as the engine cycle, hence the matrix size, becomes
more complex such as a two-spool turbofan cycle.

As shown in the figure 1 the suninary, core memory increased slightly due to
the storage of the average matrix coefficients and the addition of the regres-
sion equations. The detailed breakdown of CPU time in Table 14 shows no sig-

S nificant shifting In effort within the program, which is expected when only
the matching convergence rate is altered. The CPU time was reduced by 14.7
percent for a final cost reduction of 12.5 percent, as shown in the Cost Unit
equation.

Total CU’ s = 23.77 + 90.12 x (1.0 + 0.5 x 172 ,984/171,072)
= 159.45 CU’ s

Appendix B shows the logic required to make the matrix coefficient predic-
tions. The development of the data base for establishing the constants and
equations requires little effort beyond the normal checkout of a program. The
complexity of the logic and regression equations is largely dependent on the
complexity of the cycle and control scheduling. All things considered, the
effort required to implement such a procedure should be relativel y low (as
Indicated in Table 13) with substantial cost reduction potential. A major
advantage Is that there Is no risk of sacrificing accuracy to achieve these
gains.
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SECTION V

THIRD STUDY--TURBINE MAPS

The baseline program compute time breakdown showed that table interpolations
consumed near ly one-third of the CPU seconds. Exami nation of the program
pointed toward the turbine map s as being the most complex tables in the pro—
gram. Since the cycle involves a variable-area (variable flow cap acity) tur-
bine , the turbine characteristics are in layered map form to represent a range
of turbine area settings. To represent a range of turbine designs to coven a
parametric fami ly of engines, two complete sets of turbine characteristics are
contained within the program-—one set for a single-stage turbine and another
set for a two—stage turbine . The tables Include corrected flow and efficiency
as functions of a non-dimensional form of exp ansion ratio, corrected speed and
turbine area setti ng. The non—dimensional expansion ratio is a function of
the operating expansion ratio and the design exp ansion ratio for any
ind~vidual engine, Which requires It to be scalable for a range of design
expansion ratios.

This alternate procedure involved the study of turbine characteristics for the
explicit purpose of reducing the t ime required to compute turbine performance
withou t having a major impac t on the d ifficulty to integrate turbine perform-
ance into engine programs or on the accuracy of those turbine characteristics.
A secondary potential gain of th is alternate procedure was a reduction in pro-
gram size due to replacing part, or all , of the turbine map tabu lations with
curve fit coefficients.

STUD Y PLAN

Program area affected: Calculation of turbine flow capacity and efficiency .

Goal: To reduce the compu te time required to generate turbine performance.

Approach: Investigate regression modelling of the present and alternate tur-
bine characteristics formats to elimi nate tabular data - a major consumer of
computing time.

Step 1: Write a separate turbine map evaluation program. This consists of a
ma i n l i ne program wh ich compares table look-ip results with an alternate method.

Step 2: DefI ne a matrix of turbine map Input data which will fully exercise
any new format.

Step 3: Develop a regression model of the present format and evaluate in the
— p rogram of Step 1.

Step 4: Develop a regression model of a work parameter to replace efficiency
- 

S 
. and evaluate in the program of Step 1.

Step 5: Develop a regression model of a psl/psi* format for efficiency and
evaluate in the program of Step 1.

Step 6: Select the method(s) of Steps 3, 4 and 5 which demonstrate acceptable
- - accuracy levels and adaptability to parametric decks. Integrate each into the

baseline program and check out.
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Step 7: Select the best method and perform a full evaluation .

DISCUSSION OF EFFORT
S 

A s imple evaluation program is essential to rapidl y compare alternate methods
to t he one presently used to provide turbine performance character istics.
This separate program was written and proved to greatly expedite the evalua-
tion of each alternate method and is a good test as to a method ’s ease of in-
tegration into a parametric deck. The mainline program developed used a data
matrix of 1728 data points which encompassed all types of turbine map usage
required by the baseline parametric deck.

Two sets of turbine character istics are included in the baseline parametric
deck - a set for a one—stage turbine and another set for a two-stage turbine .
Both sets were studied in this alternate procedure development. Each set con-
tained flow and efficiency as functions of expansion ratio , corrected speed
and turbine area setting as a percent of design area. A multi -line (bi-var i-
ate) table was used for each of several area settings with second-order inter-
polation used along each line , between the lines and between the area setting
l ayers.

The turbine flow maps were replaced by the subprogram Function WTURB. This
routine contains regression equations for each turbine area setting and inter-
polates between settings simi l ar to the table interpolation routine . For each
area setting a regression equation is used to define the choking expansion
ratio as a function of rotor speed. These sometimes required more than one
equation. Then a regression equation is used to define flow as a function of
expansion ratio, choked expansion ratio and speed in the unchoked region and
only as a function of speed In the choked region.

One special measure was taken In curve fitt i ng each flow map. First , t he un-
choked flow portion was curve fit. Then, using a simple computerized itera-
tion , the equation was used to compute the expansion ratio at which the equa-
tion gave the choked flow value at each turbine speed. This was done for two
reasons. First , there was no tabu lated map point which represented the exact
choke point on each speed line and second, it is desirable to make the curve
fit equations for the unchoked and choked regions as equal as possible at the
choke point . The choking expansion ratio values from these unchoked equations
were used to curve fit the choke point expansion ratios. This caused the un—
choked flow equations to agree with  the choked flow values wi4hin the accuracy
of the two curve fits. This approach appears to provide sufficient continuity

S across the choke point so as to not create cycle matching convergence problems
which would occur from a flow discontinuity. Checkout of this method proved
good enough to use In the final evaluation.

Efficiency Map Regression

PrelIminary study of the efficiency maps indicated that regression curve f it-
ting of these maps would be difficult , t ime consuming and Inaccurate and this
approach was abandoned.

Delta Enthalpy Map Regression

Preliminary studies Indicated that this would be usefu l in two ways. It would
remove a table Interpolation and would also reduce the use of thermodynamic
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propert ies in the turbine routine . The alternate form was ..~H/Ocr which
would provide turbine exit enthalpy without the use of the relative pressure
function and efficiency. Turbine efficiency could then be computed separately
after the cycle match if so desired. The data conversion was made with an
assumed design expansion ratio (the origina l map is in non-dimensional form)
and the new tables were plotted and curve f it. The regression equations were
compared with the table and found to be reasonably accurate. However, when
scal ing of expansi on ratio was implemented , the off-design performance could
not be accurately scaled--even with a regression equation of a var i able scale
factor. It was concluded that this approach might be applicable to a specific
turbine but not in a parametric model which requires a substantial range of
design expansion ratios.

psi/psi~ Map Regression

The efficiency tables were converted to a (psi/psi*) versus (psi/eff)/psi*
form. Plots were made and found to be favorable for curve fitting all turbine
area settings combined for each turbine design (one-stage and two—stage). Two
sets of equations were tried , one set for accuracy having 14 complex variables
and another set for speed having fewer and less complex variables . Compute
time was not reduced as desired and deviations were somewhat high for both
sets of equations. Therefore, regression equations were generated for each
turbine setting separately using second-order interpolation between equations.
This method was integrated into the baseline program and achieved the desired
goals.

LINEAR INTERPOLATION TESTED

The baseline parametric deck was modified to use linear interpolat i on in the
turbine map table look-ups instead of second-order interpolation. This was
done in three steps: (1) linear along the lines , (2) linear along and across
the lines and (3) linear between l ayers, as well as along and across the
lines. This was applied to both the flow and efficiency baseline tabular
maps . The following table suniTiarizes the results.

- j  TABLE S
TURB INE MAP LINEAR INTERPOLATION RESULTS

interpolation Order Avg. 0ev. Max. 0ev. CPU Time
Re Speed Area EN - WF - EN - % WE - S Reduct’jn - S

1 2 2 0.092 0.098 0.617 0.463 0.5
1 1 2 0.245 0.149 -0.680 -0.858 2.1
1 3. 1 0.342 0.160 -0.953 -0.867 3.0

This data indicates that linear interpolation in all directions of the turbine
F -  

maps is sufficiently accurate for parametric decks and is also probably accu—
rate enough for most gas turbine cycle programs provided the turbine maps are
as thoroughly defined as they are in this parametric deck. As a result of
this data, the interpolation between layered map regression equations was
changed to linear interpolat ion for flow and psi/ps i~ form of efficiency.

17
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FINAL RESULTS

The f i nal flow and psi/psi~ form of efficiency regression models were combinedand i ntegrated into the baseline parametric deck. Figure 2 below shows a
graphical comparison of the origina l and fina l turbine efficiency forms . A
full evaluation run was made on this program with the accuracy results shown
in Table 6.

The removal of the turbine tables significantl y reduced the program size and
the regression equations were appreciably faster than the table interpola-
tions , as shown in the Cost Unit equation .

Total CU’s = 23.77 + 94.38 x (1.0 + 0.5 x 155,368/171,072)
~ 161.74 CU ’s

Of the 10 percent reduction in CPU time, approximately one percent is due to
linear i nterpolation between map layers, based on the data of Table 5 (differ-
ence between 2.1% and 3.0%).

Baseline f low f oz ’mat

_

_ _  

S

_________ % Ar ea
R -

RD - 1

Baseli ne efficiency format Alternate effic iency format

4 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_______  % Area ________  % Area

Re
- i

RD 1
TE-5056 A

Figu re 2. Turbine Character istics Formats.

TABLE 6
TURBINE MAPS ACCURACY DATA

Average Deviation - S Maximum Deviation - S
EngIne 1 2 3 4 All 1 2 3 4 Al l

FN 0.46 0.44 0.39 0.38 0.42 1.25 1.25 1.06 1.09 1.25
WE 0.69 0.65 0.57 0.56 0.62 2.38 1.83 1.77 1.48 2.38
SFC 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.29 0.30 1.33 1.13 0.89 0.81 1.33

4
- V S PASS ‘6.5 +14.0 +5.2 +2.0 +6.9 200 400 300 100 400

- - it
.
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The maximum deviations were in fuel flow rate, and they occurred when the tur-
bine was in a partially open flow setting. This indicates that these errors
are caused by turbine efficiency deviation s caused by the combined effects of
the altered efficiency format, curve fitting, and linear interpolation between
area setting maps.

When the new efficiency map format was used in a tabular form (directly con-
verted point by point), the compute time increased four percent due to the
change to using phi . More extensive program changes could have nearly elimin-
ated that four percent penalty. Therefore, the CPU time reduction due to re-
gression modeling was actually the 10 percent shown in the cost unit equation
plus four percent which was lost due to format change.

Appendix C contains listings of the single-stage turbine map regression model
routines. These listings demonstrate the log ic and equation complexity re-
quired to adequately model a set of var i able geometry turbine characteristics.
Turbine map regression is considered a worthwhile effort in situations where
high usage is expected, program size is of concern, and/or time is available
to develop the equations.

I

5 - . , 
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SECTION V I

FOURTH STUDY--REHEAT CALCULATIONS

The baseline parametric deck performs the major portion of the afterburner
calcu lations only once per data poi nt after the cycle is matched for non-aug—
men ted power. Therefore , any Improvements in this area of calculat i ons would
prove even more valuable in a program which performed the reheat calculati ons
within the cycle match.

The baseline program performs the major afterburner hot core calcu l ations in
the follow ing manne r.

• Cold pressure loss - the pressure loss before heat addition is a percent-
age of the dynamic head.

• Reheat efficiency - table Including effects of fuel-air ratio and =

S f (temperature, pressure, velocity, burning length).
• Ideal temperature rise - temperature rise tables inc l ud i ng effects of dis-

sociation , pressure and fuel l ower heating value .
• Pressure loss due to heat addition — momentum balance iterative calcula-

tions.

STUD Y PLAN

Program area affected: Afterburner calculations .

Goal: To replace all tabul~ data with either regression equati ons or calcu-
T~Tons and to replac e the iterat ion in computi ng pressure los s due to heat
additi on with regressi on equations .

Approac h: A set of thermodynami c properties was available which inc luded ef-
fects of dissoc i ati on. For regressi ci models , generate sufficient parametric
temperature rise and pressure loss data to map afterburner performance charac-
tertst ics.

S~ep 1: Curve fit the reheat efficiency table and check It out In the base—
Tine program.

Step 2: Adapt the thermo properties routi ne which includes dissoc i ati on ef-
fects to the baseline program and modify the reheat temperature rise calcula-
tions to use those properties for the effects of dissoc iation.

Step 3: Parametr ically generate sufficient reheat data to correlate tempera-
ture rise and pressure loss with all related i ndependent variables .

Step 4: Using regressi on analysis , curve fit the parametric reheat data and
integrate the resulti ng equations Into the afterburner calculation subroutine
of the baseline program.

Step 5: Execute check runs to evaluate combinations of the alternate thermo
routi nes and the regressi on equations to select a method for final evaulation.

Step 6: Select the best method and perform a full evaluation . Also establish
— 

conclusi ons and reconinendatl ons concerning all methods developed.

4 -
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DI SCUSSI ON OF EFF OR T

Of the four major areas of reheat calculat i ons, the cold pressure loss was
determi ned to have little potential for improvement and was not studied fur-
ther. The reheat efficiency table was curve fit and incorporated into the
afterburner subroutine. It was found to be acceptable in equati on form and
was used during the devel opment of the other methods for th is  alternate pro-
cedure. The compute time was reduced only slightly by this change due to the
removed table being a small one . The equati on was of the following f orm :

eff* f(CF0~’ CF
2, CF5, CF*FAR7, CE*FAR7°~

5, FAR71~
5, FAR7/CF,

FAR72, CF*FAR7~)

where eff is burner efficiency
FAR7 is afterburner fuel-air ratio (reheat fuel flow rate divided by

air available to burn)
CF is burner correlat ion factor (function of burner length , burner

inlet temperature, pressure and velocity)

S The change from temperature rise tables to the alternate thermo properties was
achieved with little difficulty. An accuracy evaluation study showed perform-
ance deviat i ons to be acceptable and caused by different dissoc i ati on effects
being assumed In the development of those routi nes than were used in the temp-
erature rise tables . Check runs indicated reductions in compute time on the

S order of f ive  percent In the baseline program.

Figure 3 shows the ranges of independent variables used to define the after-
burner parametric data to be used in curve fitting temperature rise and pres-
sure loss due to heat addition. Two regression models were developed - short

Inlet Mach No.

0 0 4  0 2 5

~~tair :::: Percent reheat

Inlet pressure

0.01 3 PSIA
S 53 PS1A

103 PSIA

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1500 2000 2500 3000
Inlet temp. - ‘R 

TE 50
Figu re 3. Afterburner Parametric Data. 

-

*Note: Equation used only below a given value of CF. Above that CE, effic-
i ency Is a constant.
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equations for speed and a set of more general equati ons . The short equations
(having fe~ coefficients) were devel oped using only the points from the data
package. The more general equations used data generated to cover the full
band wi dth and range of Independent var i ables of Figure 3.

A total of four al ternate routi nes were studi ed involving the following com-
binat i ons .

1) Temperature rise by thermo properties which inc lude dissocation ef-
fects; pressure loss calculati on unchanged

2) Shortest possible curve fit equations for both temperature rise and
pressure l oss

3) More general curve fit equations for both temperature rise and pres-
sure l oss

4) Temperature rise by thenno properties which inc l ude dissoc i ati on ef-
fects; pressure loss by regressi on equati ons

Method 1

This i nvolved the use of the therino properties as previously described. Pro-
gram size was reduced 5.3 percent due to replacing the tables with calcula-
tions . The average deviation in net thrust was 0.30 percent with a maximum of

S 1.63 percent. Compute time was reduced 4.6 percent.

Method 2

This method was deve loped to determine the maximum potential of regressing the
reheat calculati ons for a specific applicati on. For this purpose the equa-
tions were kept simple and replaced the temperature rise and momentum balance
iteration for pressure l oss. The baseline program size was reduced 8.5 per-
cent. The average deviat i on in net thrust was 0.28 percent but had an unac-
ceptable maximum deviati on of 3.94 percent. CPU time was reduced 3.0 percent.

Method 3

The equations of method 2 were made more general and more accurate by inc lud-
ing more t erms, although they were not as general as the method 1 calcula-
tions . The resulti ng equations are shown In Table 7. Program size reduction
was 7.5 percent . The average devi ation in net thrust was 0.21 percent with
the maximum being 2.05 percent (the cause was attributed primarily to inaccur-
acy in the temperature rise curve fit equati on). CPU time was reduced 3.0
percent , the same as the shorter equations .

Method 4

This i nvolved i ncorporating the pressure loss equation of method 3 int o the
method 1 procedure. The purpose was to use method 1 for the accurate and fast
temperature rise while getting benefit of the pressure loss regression equa-
tion. The program size was reduced 5.4 percent but CPU t ime was reduced 6.5
percent . The average deviation in net thrust was 0.31 percent with a maximum
of 1.65 percent .

4 .  22
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FINAL EVALUATION

Since the four methods showed simi l ar improvements (within a few percent), the
full evaluation data package and PPE Analyzer were used to evaluate each
method . From these studies the fourth method was selected as the final alter-
nate afterburner performance calculation procedure. Table 8 suninarizes the
accuracy data from the evaluation of that method.

TABLE 7
GENERALIZED REHEAT REGRESSION MODEL

• Definition of Terms :

FARHC = Afterburner inlet fuel-air ratio
• FAR7 = Afterburner exit fuel—air ratio (input)

H6HC Afterburner inlet enthalpy, Btu / lbm
P6HC = Afterburner inlet pressure after cold loss , lbf / in 2
XM6 = Afterburner inlet Mach number
DHQH = Unadjusted reheat enthalpy rise divided by H6HC
DHQHA = F i nal reheat enthalpy rise divid ed by H6HC
X3 = FAR7 - FARHC
X5 = X3/FARHC
DPQP = Reheat pressure change divided by P6HC
P7HC = Afterburner exit pressure , lbf / in 2

Ideal enthalpy change equation:
DHQH -0.0923221 + 43.22535 * X3 + 0.592151*X5

+H6HC* (X5* (—0.00151095 7 - O.5277863E_5*X5*X5)
+ 0.000754545 5*SQRT(x5) - 0.03290446*X3)
+ P6HC**O.2* (3.1O1606*X3 - O.3019954*SQRT (X3))

DHQHA DHQH*(fuel heating value/ 18550.)*reheat efficiency
Pressure change equation due to heat addition :

DPQP = 0.00845444 - O.O4 1~271*FAR7 + XM6* (_O.0917223*SQRT (X5)
- 0.000150274*X5**3 + XM6* (0.129512*X5 + 0.8O15385*DHQHA))

P7HC = P6HC* (1.0-DPQP)

TABLE 8
AFTERBURNER CALCULATION ACCURACY RESULTS

Average Deviation - Maximum Deviation -
Engine 1. 2 3 4 Al l  1 2 3 4 A l l

FN 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.31 1.65 1.51 1.43 1.59 1.65
WF 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.59 0.30 0 0 0.59
SFC 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.31 1.41 1.40 1.45 1.61 1.61

S PASS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

With the changes in program size and CPU time mentioned previously, the total
cost units were reduced 6.4 percent by this alternate procedure, as shown by
the Cost Units equation .

Total CU’ s = 23.77 + 98.77 x (1.0 + 0.5 x 166,496/171,072)
= 170.60 CU’s 
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This alternate method consists of a fully generalized temperature rise calcu—
‘ lat i on , but the pressure loss regression equation is considered a more limited

application procedure. This regression approach to Rayleigh line conservation
of momentum calculat i on warrants further development to make it more general.
The equation of Table 7 may produce higher errors in situations beyond the
sample data ranges of Figure 3.

.
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SECTION VII

FIFTH STUDY--COMPRESSOR MAP

The on ly other major table interpolation in the baseline program wh ich had not
been studied is used to obtain comp ressor characteristics required in the cal-
culation of compressor performance. Compressor tables consist of flow and
efficiency as functions of correc ted rotor speed and beta where beta is defin-
ed by an equation from which pressure ratio is computed (see Figure 4 and
Appendix D). To tabulate the map, a fami ly of beta lines are placed on the
map based on a second-order equation. The beta equation is formulated for
each compressor map such that pressure ratio is a function of beta and flow.
The line for beta equal to 1.0 passes through the aerodynamic design point
( 100% speed and design pressure ratio) and runs down the backbone of the map.
The compressor characteristics in the baseline program represent a variable
geometry compressor but are not layered maps since the geometry Is scheduled
versus rotor speed and the map represents that built- in schedule. Therefore,
sav i ngs resulting from this alternate procedure might be inc reased In cycles
requiring layered compressor maps to represent variable geometry.

As a result of the turbine map study, an al ternate format, such as .~-H/6, for
compressor characteristics was not i nvestigated. The emphasis was placed on
evaluating two approaches to curve fitting the ex i sting compressor flow and
efficiency tables.

STUDY PLAN

Program area affected: Compressor calculations.

Goal: To replace tabular compressor characteristics with regression models.

Approach: Two methods were investigated. The first was to curve fit each
table with a single equation. The secor-i was to curve fit the 1.0 beta line
for reference and then generate equations for changes in flow and efficiency
on either side of the reference line. It was important to have the regression
model cover the same map areas as did the tables , but accuracy in the outlying
map regions was not considered as important as the central backbone area where

• engine operation is more likely to occur.

Step 1: Develop the full map regression equation model.

Step 2: Develop the regionaliz ed regression equation model.

Step 3: Check out each In the baseline parameb’lc deck .

Step 4: Select the better method and perform a full evaluation.

DISCUSS ION OF EFFORT

The first approach was undertaken by people at APL in support of this pro-
jec t .  Their regression model divided the flow table into two regions (100%
speed line being the divider) and the efficiency table Into two regions (95%
speed line being the divider). These four equations varied in length from 10
to 14 terms with some coefficients hav ing high exponents. Due to accuracy
difference s between CX and IBM compu ters, the regression model furnished by
APL had to be changed to double prec ision to achieve the same results on the
IBM compu ter.

25
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Pre liminary evaluation of the APL version of a compressor characteristics re-
gression model showed a slight reduction in program size due to replacing ta-
bles with equations. Compute time was reduced 3.3 percent which would be
greater on a CDC computer where the double precision would not be necessary.
Average deviations in net thrust and fuel flow rate were 0.12 and 0.28 percent
with maximums of 1.88 and 4.83 percent respectivel y. The very low average
deviations indicate that high deviations only occur in a few isolated areas
and , therefore, this regression model was considered adequate.

The second method involved dividing the compressor map into four reg ions with
the 1.0 beta line and the 100% speed line as the dividers as illustrated in
F igure 4. This effort was undertaken at DDA.

This method of compressor map regression was found to be time consuming and to
require extra logic , compared to the first method. The final model tested for
this regionalized approach achieved the desired results for accuracy and corn—
pute time. Figure 5 shows the equations required for this method. The blend-
ing  at the speed and beta boundaries was added to eliminate the possibility of
discontinuities in those regions. The method used was a simple one. Along
the 1.0 beta line , a multiplier was added to the delta flow and delta eff i-
ciency equations when beta was between 0.99 and 1.01 such that at 0.99 and
1.01 the multiplier was 1.0 and zero at beta equal to 1.0. To blend along the
100% speed line , a wei ghted average of the two adjacent region equations was
used to force continuity.

Cons 1 R - Cons 2
Beta =1 Wa \ - 

C

~
Wad . ) R - Cons 2esign C

des~ fl Equations for beta - 1.0

~: 
:1 (N) } N ‘100%

Desig n 
Be~~~

;
0\ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

N > 100%

Pressu re 

~~~ / 
~~~~~~~~~~ Region equations

— 

~
—‘

~
‘\ 90~’I / .~Wa - f (N, Beta)

85% I ~ 
100% N!1W A 

• f (N, Beta )
80%I Blend ing equatIons

99, 5 < N <100. 5
I 0.99<Beta<1.01

Corrected flow 100%
4. -

TE-506O~
Figure 4. Regiona lized compressor map regression.4- -
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FINAL EVALUATION

The selection of one method over the other was not a clear and concise
choice. Accuracy and compute time were comparable except for the maximum fuel
flow deviation. The speed of the longer equations and less logic of the first
method was approximately equal to that of the shorter equations and complex
log ic of the second method.

4 There are other factors to also consider when curve-fitting a compressor map.
The APL method requires less alterations to the map since the DDA method in—
volves curve fits of delta flow and efficiency relative to a reference line .
There are also more equations to regress in the DDA method and, in s ome in-
stances , more complex var i ables were used. However, the DDA method must be
considered more flexible in dealing with more irregular compressor character-
istics resulting from variable geometry scheduling, surge bleed systems and
the like. Thus, the DDA method was selected to represent the fifth alternate
procedure in the final deck recognizing the fact the APL method should be se-
lected when reduced manpower or calendar time become major factors or when the
compressor map can be regressed with relativel y short equations under the APL
method.

Table  9 shows the final accuracy results of the regionalized compressor map
regress i on model.

TABLE 9
COMPRESSOR MAP REGRESSION ACCURACY

Avera ge Deviation - S Ma xi mum Dev i ati on - S
Engine 1 2 3 4 All 1 2 3 4 Al l

FM 0.17 0.18 0.09 0.11 0.14 1.66 1.27 0.50 0.83 1.66
WF 0.21 0.22 0.15 0.14 0.18 1.71 1.43 0.66 0.61 1.71
SFC 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 1.24 0.83 0.59 0.67 1.24
PASS +2.2 +8.3 ‘0.2 +4.5 +3.8 300 200 150 200 300

The 3.1 percent reduction in CPU time and a s i ght increase in program size
resulted in a cost savings of only 2.7 percent as shown by the Cost Unit equa—
t I on.

Total CU ’s - 23.77 + 102.35 x (1.0 + 0.5 x 171,248/171,072)
— 177.35 CU’s

Appendix D contains a listing of the final compressor map regression model.

rn.
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SECTION V I I I

SIXTH STUDY--COMPRESSION PROCESS

The topi c selected for the final study was thermal process regression . Th i s
concept involves replacing the use of t hermodynamic state properti es for ideal
compression and expansion processes with regression equations of the ideal
enthalpy change of the process as derived from the t hermo properties . This
regression equation application would elimi nate the use of the relative pres-
sure function by incorporating its effect i nto the process regression model .

‘ The net effect is the reduction of time In computing component performance .

Based on t hat concept , the sixth alternate procedure was established as chang—
ing the compressor Ideal enthalpy rise calculation to a regression equation.
Its eval uati on will Indicate the potential of app lying this approach to other
areas of the program, primarily the turbi ne expansion process.

STUD Y PLAN

Program area affected: Compressor ideal enthalpy rise calcu l ation.

Goa l : To repl ace the use of therino properties with a regression equati on.

Step 1: Generate a data base using the calculat i ons and thermo properties of
the baseline program. Select ranges of the independent variables of compres-
sor inlet temperature and pressure ratio to adequately cover the parametric
deck application.

Step 2: Curve fit the ideal enthalpy rise data.

Step 3: Curve fit the i deal exit enthalpy data.

Step 4: Incorporate the more accurate equation int o the compressor calcula-
tions and execute check runs.

Step 5: Perform full eva l uation .

DISCUSSION OF EFF OR T

A data base for regression analysis was generated using the calculat i ons of
the baseline program to compute compressor exit ideal enthal py as a functi on
of compressor inlet temperature and compressor pressure ratio. The compressor
equat i ons and t he equati ons of the thermodynamic properti es were studied to
select the terms to be entered Into the regression analysis.

A study of the baseline parametric deck established the requi red range of com-
pressor inlet temperature to be -110 to 620°F. The range of compressor
pressure rati o was 2.5 to 20.0. Theref ore, the sample data was generated to
extend sl i ghtly beyond those ranges wd both ideal exit enthalpy and ideal
enthal py rise were made available for regressi on analysis.

The regression analysis showed Ideal enthalpy rise (.~H) to be slightly betterto curve fit than the ideal exit ent halpy. The natural logaritlin of pressure
ratio was obviously an essenti al term. A study of the thermo properties
equati ons developed in the fi rst al ternate procedure s howed t hat compressor
Inlet enthalpy raised to low fractional exponents (like 0.1 to 0.4) should

I also be Important.
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With this informati on and a data sample , the regressi on analysis rapidly pro—
vided an acceptable equation for ideal enthalpy rise. Table 10 shows the
equati on incorporated i nto the compressor calculati ons. Figure 5 is an error
analysis map of that equation showi ng its accuracy in the curve fit ranges of
independent variables and how those errors increase in the extrapolated re-
gions.

TABLE 1O
COMPRESSION PROCESS REGRESSION EQUATION

.~H 174.7182 ~1.2ii559*H1 - 117.7741 * x~-0.002270764 * X16 + O.8531293E_6*X18
-8.4886594 * X19 - O.1294983E-5 * X22
+0.072892 * X24 + 4.219596 * X27 + 0.1069751E_4*X29

where: RC = Compressor pressure ratio
H Compressor ideal enthal py rise

Hi = Compressor inlet enthalpy
Xli = 141 **~~~~~~

X 12 X ii  *~~fl
X13 = X 12*Xl i
X14 = X 13 * X l i
RCLN = ALOG (RC)
X16 - (RCLN + Xii ) -‘-

-5 6
- - X18 = (RCL N + Xii)  ** 10

X19 = (RCLN + Xi2) ~‘ A  2
X22 = (RCLN + Xi2)  ** 8
X24 = (RCLN + Xi3) ** 4
X27 = (RCLN + Xi4) ** 2
X29 = (RCLN + X14) 6

FINAL EVALUATION

The full eval uation was performed on the devel oped equation . Table 11 shows
the average devi ati ons to be very low even though the maxim um devi ation in net
thrust did exceed two percent on one data poi nt (36,089 f t , 0.95 Mn, max
power). The slight reducti on in PASS indicates that the equati on provides
sameithat smoother results than the thermo properties of the baseline program
which contai ns Iterati on to l erances on certain properties . That advantage
will be lessened in the combined analysis due to using the new thermo
properties routi ne which has no Iterations.

TABLE 11
COMPRESS I ON PROCESS REGRESS I ON ACC1~PCY

Avera ge Deviation - S Max imum Deviation - S
Engi ne 1 2 3 4~~~~A ll  1 2 3 4 All

FN 0.11 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.17 0.69 2.13 0.66 0.57 2.13
WF 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.14 0.63 0.64 0. 76 0.71 0.76
SFC 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.37 2.17 0.50 0.48 2.17

-- - PASS —4. 7 -3.1 -5.9 —5.2 —4. 7 100 100 —67 —53.6 100
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Figure 5. Compression Process Regression Equation Error Map.
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The CPU time was reduced 4.3 percent and the program size increased slightl y
to give a cost reduction of 3.7 percent. This is shown by the following Cost
Unit equation .

Total CU’ s = 23.77 + 101.13 x (1.0 + 0.5 x 171,344/ 171,072)
= 175.55 CU’ s

This alternate procedure indicates that there is potential for thermal process
regression throughout the parametric deck. Further studies of the compression
process regression might shorten the equation used and sli ghtly improve on the
cost reduction in other applications. One example is where a fan is involved
rather than a high pressure compressor. In that case, the range of pressure
ratio is much less and the equat i on could be simplified.
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SECTION IX

FINAL. COMBINED PROCEDURES

The final evaluation i nvolved combining all six alternate procedures into the
same parametric deck . All six were selected since all satisfied the require-
ments of showing a cost reduction with acceptable average deviations in engine
performance even though some maximum devi ati ons did extend slightly beyond
desired levels. The primary purpose of the combined eva luation was to deter-
mi ne the i nteracti on between the various alternate procedures. It was neces-
sary to show whether or not any of the new procedures compounded the devia-
tions of other procedures .

The combining of the six procedures was rel atively simple since each dealt
with separate areas 0-f the program except for the last two dealing with the
compressor . The program size changed as expected and checkout was done after
each alternate procedure was added to a separate copy of the baseline paramet-
n c  deck .

FINAL EVALUATION

The full evaluation was made on this final program. Average deviat i ons in
engine performance increased only slightly more than in the turbi ne map re-
gression study. Table 12 shows the maxim um deviation In net thrust to be 2.82
percent, which is 0. 75 percent higher than in any individual procedure evalua-
tion . This deviation was stud i ed furthe r and is discussed later In thi s
secti on. The reduction in  PASS of 24.6 percent which probably accounts for
half of the CPU time reduction and indicates the compatibility of the
al ternate procedures in working 9noothly together.

TABLE 12
FINAL COMB INES PROCEDUR ES ACCURAC Y DATA.

Average Devi ation - S Maximum Dev iation - S
Engine r 2 3 4 Al l  1 2 3 4 All

FN O 7 0  0:69 0:64 0 6 7  ~~~ 185 2:82 2 2 8  2 5 9  ~ 12
WE 0.69 0.61 0. 55 0.60 0.61 2.33 1.99 1.62 1.59 2.33
SEC 0.72 0.68 0.69 0.63 0.68 2.02 2.45 2.27 1.92 2.45
PASS -27.8 - 15.6 -28.1 -26.7 -24.6 100 200 100 100 200

The program size was reduced 14,832 bytes , or 8.7 percent . Compute time was
reduced 52.0 percent for a fi nal cost reducti on of 46.4 percent using the
RSTEP Cos t Un it equation .

Total CU’s * 23. 77 + 50.75 x (1.0 + 0.5 x 156,240/i71,072 )
= 97.69 CU’ s

Further Accuracy Study

It was determi ned that further error analysis would aid in showing the useful-
ness of the combi ned procedures. Thus, FIgure 6 was made to illustrate the
error distribution In net thrust and fue l flow rate for the 740-point full
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evaluation data package. A count was taken in each 0.1 percent band of devi a-
tion and that percentage of the total points was pl otted in bar-chart form.
This data shows that the combined al ternate procedures do not produce

deviat ions distributed along a bell-shaped curve but rather a more uniform
distribution covering a two percent range. The net thrust devi ation range
centers near the zero area while the fuel flow deviat i ons centers nearer the
0.5S region.

Further studies were made In regions of the flight envelope and at certain
power lever angles. In the high altitude , high Mach region (36,089-70,000 ft
and 2.0—2.5 Mach no.) at maximum paver, the highest thrust devi at ion was 1.8
percent . In the cruising regi on of 20,000-36,089 ft and 0.8-0.95 Mach number
In the mid rower range, the maximum deviati on In specific fuel consumption was
0.94 percent with the average being 0.55 percent. In the loiter regi on of sea
l evel -20,000 f t  and 0-0.4 Mach in the low power range, the maximum deviation
In specific fuel consumpti on was 1.18 percent with an average of 0.57
percent . These studies could go on and on and directed towar d any given
missi on applicati on. These few studies i ndicate that the highest devi ati ons
i n eng I ne performance do not occur in the type of engi ne oper at i on mos t co~vnon
to missi on st udies. They al so show t he average devi ations to renain low for
indi vi dual areas of operat ion, thus Indicating that the alternate procedures
are general In nature since these studi es did not single out any one of the
four engines evaluated as being affected significantly more than another.
F igure 7 shows the average and maximum perf ormance deviati on analysis versus
powersetting with the flight condition identified where the maximum errors
were encountered.

COMP UTER DEIOISTRAT ION
-

- Compl ete source cards for the RSTEP baseline parametric deck and the fina l
deck contai n i ng t he combi ned alternate procedures were both forwarded to API
for demonstration on their CDC 6600 computer facility. Followi ng checkout,
the full evaluati on data package was run on both programs. Compute time
reduction on the CDC computer was slightly better than on DDA ’s IBM computer
with acceptable diff erences in computed performance. The computer
demonstrati on was accepted as fulfilling its purpose of verifyi ng ODA ’s
resul ts and demonstrating that this RSTEP effort is indiff erent to the brand
of computer used.

I
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SECTION X

FINAL DISCUSSION

Previous sections of this report have dealt with comparisons of each alternate
procedure to the baseline parametric deck. A comparison of all alternate pro-
cedures at once Is useful in selecting the ones a programer mi ght implement
fi rst.

The accuracy stmnary of Table 13 shows the average and maximum deviat ions in
net thrust and fuel flow rate far each procedure and for the combi ned proce-
dures. The average percentage change In the number of iteration passes is
al so shown. The average devi ati ons In engine performance were consi dered
acceptable for parametric study purposes and should not si gnificantly affect
the accuracy of concept st udies such as TEVCS ans ARES. The maximum
deviat i ons , however , could cause mi nor discrepancies between a parametric deck
having t hese shortcuts and one which does not if used in a poi nt—by-poi nt
comparison .

TABLE 13
RSTEP FINAL ACCURACY SUMMARY

Average S Maximum S Average S Reduction
Deviation Deviation In Loop Counter

Thermo properties 0.08 0.09 0.46 0.53 5.2
Matr ix  coeffIcients 0.05 0.05 0.35 0.27 20.0
Turbi ne maps 0.42 0.62 1.25 2.38 (—6.9)
Reheat calculat i ons 0.31 0.00 1.65 0.59 0.0
Compressor map 0.14 0.18 1.66 1.71 (-3.8)
Compression process 0.17 0.14 2.13 0. 76 4 .7

Final program 0.64 0.61 2.30 2.33 24 .6

The results of the PPE Analyzer were not shown in each Individual section.
The CPU time breakdown is shown In Table 14 for comparison purposes. This
data is the result of a statistical analysis and Is , by no means , perfect.
Sane mi nor devI ati ons are only due to statistical sampling error--generally
less than one to two percent. However, the data does reinforce the basic con-
clusi ons of the proj ect.

The compute time breakdown within the program Illustrates several points.

1) As overall compute time is reduced, the percentage of time increases
for unchanged areas of the program such as bookkeeping routines and
system I/O effort .

2) The percentage time spent In table look-up routi nes was reduced by 67
percent due to regressi on models.

3) The price paid for reduction in table look-up was a substantial in-
crease in mat hematical functi ons such as logarithms and exponentlals ,
and Increases in the routi nes containi ng the equations.

4~
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4) The final program requires nearly the same amount of thermo
properties to be generated as did the basel ine program - the only
elimination of those properties being in the compressor routine for
I deal enthalpy rise. The new thermo properties routine (Appendix A)
produces nearly the same quantity of data but requ ires only 14.3
percent of the total CPU t ime versus 25.9 percent for the baseline
version, thus reducing the time spent in this routine by 45 percent.
This al ternate procedure must be consi dered well worth the effort
required to change routines, not only in parametric decks but also In
all other engi ne models.

TABLE 14
CPU TINE BREAKDOWN

* Percent CPU Time Used By Each Program Se9nent
Proqrain Segment Base A Pi AP 2 AP3 A P4 A P5 AP 6 Final

Bookkeeping 1.56 2.12 1.68 1.69 1.49 1.71 1.84 2.87
Routi nes

Compressor 2.46 3.03 1.96 2.79 2.58 3.36 2.74 4.93
Primary burner 0.48 0.52 0.36 0.51 0.44 0.39 0.4.6 0.46
Turbi ne 1.00 0.92 0. 72 2.62 0.93 0.74 0.93 3.31
Aft erburner 0.46 0.55 0.60 0.52 0.75 0.51 0.49 1.29
Exhaust nozzle 1.01 1.24 1.07 1.20 1.29 1.02 1.24 1.43
Misc cycle calc 6.22 7.16 5.93 6.76 6.65 6.64 6.10 8.80

Iterati on 3.74 3.70 4.21 4.00 3.30 3.53 3.59 6.32
Routi nes

Thenno Pro- 25.92 13.48 25.49 30.76 27.77 27.25 24.58 14.32
perti es

Table Inter- 32.12 36.51 31.83 17.62 28.94 28.39 33.96 10.61
polatl ons

Math Functions 15.74 19.63 14.97 20.50 16.26 16.61 15.50 28.90
I/O & system 9.29 11.14 11.18 11.03 9.60 9.85 8.57 16. 76

misc
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SECTION XI

CONCLUS IONS

The conclusion of this study Is that substantial cost savings are possible
through diligent efforts to reduce computing time. Efforts toward program
size reduction are less rewarding. Other genera l conclusion s are :

• Developed procedures do not need to change the engine simulation philoso-
phy of maintaining component i dentity and cycle matching .
• A few of the alternate procedures can be applied to other forms of engine

simulations used in the industry. The effort of developing some alternate
procedures is required only once and can be appli ed to all parametric
decks while others require new effort on each program.
• Regression modeling of tabular data and of calculation results arrived at

through iteration tends to smooth the cycle matching process i nto converg-
ing in fewer passes.
• These improved procedures will normall y be independent of the brand of

computer being used. However , different compu ter charging algorithms wil l
impac t the magnitude of savings.

Six specifi c alternate procedures were evaluated. These were selec ted based
on having high applicability in the industry. The following conclusions were
drawn about the future use of these alternate procedure in parametric engine
computer simu l ations.

• Thermodynamic properties are used throughout the programs . Reductions in
the polynomial order used provides a substantial reduction in cost and can
be done with little effec t in  engine performance. This eff or t shoul d also
be directly applicable to other forms of engine models besides para-
metric decks.
• Any method which significantly reduces the nunter of Iteration passes is

very beneficial. Ma trix coeffIcient prediction is relative ly simple to do
In customer decks of all kinds and is very rewarding in cost reduction.
It does not affect engine performance s ignificant ly and coefficients are
generally well -behaved functions.

4 • Turbine map regression can be cost effective but may not be desirable in
sane situations. It mu st be done once for each turbine map. In this pro-
ject It was worthwhile because of the size and complexity of the tables .
• The use of thermodynamic properties and combustion equations for after-

burner temperature rise Is significantly better than the use of tempera-
ture rise and adjustment tables. The use of regression equations for
pressure loss due to heat addition (Fanno and Rayleigh lines for conserva-
tion of energy and momentum) is considerab ly faster than a momentum bal-
ance Iteration used in the baseline program. These changes apply to all
engine s imulations which Include reheat calculations.
• Compressor map regress Ion did not appear to be very cost effective In this

project. This probably should only be considered for much l arger compre s-
sor map tabulations or for a very high usage parametric deck.
• Compression process regression did not show a high savings. However, it

is considered worthwhile due to the low effort level required and its wide
application In all farms of engine models.

• The combination of all six alternate procedures did not greatly increase
the average and max imum deviations in engine performance above those pro-
duced by the worst single alternate procedure. This tends to Indicate
that new alternate procedures can be develop ed and Integrated Into para-

• metric deck s without conc ern for their effects on engine performance being
I a~Iitive.
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SECTION X II

RECONMENDAT IONS

Reconunendatlons are clear for some of the alternate procedures developed In
this project. The benefits and applicability of others become more dependent
on par&netric deck programing time available and on expected m ount of pro-
grmn usage.

Table 15 shows a qualitative estimate of manpower and calendar time required
to implement each of the six procedures st udied. These figures are simply
den ~~d from judgement and the experience of this project and are shown as
rati os using the thermo properties as the reference base procedure. It is
ass~ined that the detailed discussion sections of this report would aid in the
developuent and implementation of each procedure.

TABLE 15
ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT EFFORT

Relative
Procedure Manpower Time Application

Thermo Properti es 1.0* 1.0* One-time effort , broad usage
Matrix Coefficients 0.5 0.5 Once per progrmn
Turbi ne Maps 3.0 2.0 Once per turbi ne map
Reheat Ca lculations 1.5 1.0 One-tIme effort , broad application
Compressor Map 2.0 1.0 Once per compressor map
Compression Process 0.3 0.2 Once per range desired, broad

application

*Note_ .all fi gures related as ratios of therm o properties effort.

All factors consi dered, the al ternate procedures consi dered essenti al are:
thermo properties , matrix coeffici ents and reheat calculat ions . Second in
order of priority and on a probably-should-use basis are: turbi ne map regres-
slon and thermal process regression. That leaves compressor map regression as

-- being reconunended only when time permits or when compressor maps become very
lar ge and awkward In table form.
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APPENDIX A

NEW THERMAL PROPERT IES ROUTINE
FUNCT ION GASP (XARG , FA IN, K M N )

C MULT I—PURPOSE GAS PROPERTiES FUNCTION SURPROGRAM
C
C KMN FUNCTION PUR POSE
C 0 FZAS T XA RG:0.O RETURNS STOICH. ruEL-AI ~ R A T I O  OF Jp-4
C ~ , 

TTOH TEMPENATURE . FUEL-AIR RATIO RETUTh ENTHALPY
C 2 HTOT ENTHALPY , FUEL-AIR RATIO RETUR~1 TEMPERATURE ( R)
C 3 TTOPHI TEMPERATURE . FUEL-AIR RATIO RETURN PHI (LN PR)
C ~ PHITOH PHI (LN PR) .  FUEL-AIR RATIO RETURN ENTHALPY
C 5 TTOGAN TEMPERAT URE , FUEL-AIR RATIO RETURN GAMMA (CP/CV )
C 6 HTOPHI ENTHA PY . FUEL-AIR RATIO RETURN ~HI ILN PR)
C 7 TTOHL TEMPERATURE RETURNS FUEL H-LAMBDA ( BTU/LB )
C ~ FTOR FUEL—AIR RATIO RETURNS GAS CONSTANT R (FT—LB/LB R)
C 9 TTOCP TEMPERATU RE,FUEL A IR RATIO RETUR I CP ~BTU/LB R)
C 3.0 TTOHF FUEL TEM PERATURE RETURNS ruEL ENTHA LPy (BTU/LB )
C
C ** NOTE se DELTA PHI = R / 775 .0 * ALO 5 (PRESSURE RATIO )
c

DIMENSION C(224) ,C 1(32 ) ,C2 ( 32 ) .C3(32 ) .C’1(3P) .C5132 ) ,C~~
(3 21,

1 C7(32),XMIN(5),XB1(5) .XB2 (5),X83(5),XMAX (5)
EQUIVALENCE (C( 1)  ,C 1 (j ) ) . ( C ( 3 3 ) , C 2 (j )  ) . ( C (6 5 ) .C 3 ( 1) ) .

1 (C (97 ) .C ’ e ( 1) ) , ( C ( 129 ) ,C5 ( 1)  ) . (C( 16 1) ,C 6( 1) ) , (C U 93 ) ,C7 ( 1) )
DATA RAIR/53, 3473/ ,R$ T/53 .~e577/ ,FZAST/O.O67751/
DATA X NTN/300 .O,7j .61,73.2’e.1. ’462.1, ’157/
OATA XB 1/500. .191.813,200.212.1.69561.i .70303/
DATA x82/1.550.,382 ,1427, ’106.309,1.86292.i. 8!548/
DATA X83/275O.,7I7.64 1l4 ,762. 551.2 .O 22~e8.2 ,O6338/
DATA X MAX/ ’e500 .O ,12q 0 , ,j 376,.2.17,2 .23/

C CU.16) :T—H A IR)  C(17— 32): T~ H(ST )
DATA Cu

•—0 71390728E+O0. O.2 ’ ,325137E+OO,—0 ,9879313UE—05 , O,83002278E-08,
* o .522~.371I8E+O 1, O.221439916E+0O, 0,97866733E—05. O. i5758597E—OS,
* O.150973’I1E.02 , o.20207592E+0O. O.26~,9eq97~ —O Ie, .O.25~ 57q57E.O8,
s — O.2 233958’4E.e.02, 0.2’ I332677E+0O. O.I1175O25E-0~e, .O.6I.792716E_O9,
$ O. 7607077’eE+OO, o.23723099E+0O, O,1leO397Q2(.O~4 , O.3.290776 2E—O 8 ,
* O.34812880E,O1, O.23O0778~eC+ OO . O.19505570E— 04, O.36067200E—09,

o. 12971856€.o2. o .209e0115c+O O, o ,3l4oo7o1 q (~ o~e, -o,31o3a q 73~~ oe,
- - $ O . 29986081E.02, O,25592025E+0O. O,j 73O6b5OE O~4 , . O ,10637762E~ O8/

C C(33— ’ee ) = H ( A Z R ) — T  C(4 9—6 4 e ) H ( S T )—T
DATA C2/

* o.27831925E.O1, O .’I12M9368C+0i . O.67876t86E-03,.O,2Iej729911E~ O5,
•—o . 21~595836E.o2, O. l4’e861265E+Oi .—0.98760L21E—03, O ,6 132 6 ’477E—0 7,
.—O. 23972732E+02, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0.535985 19E—06,
$ O.12057719Es03, O.39291I6&1E+01,~~O. .e~et19!~54e C~ O 3, O,973830’46C—07,

- - 
- *~ o ,33 2579OIeE,O1, o . ’I2160836c +O1,-O.] .065053s E—02, o.1e8~4~l4 25E-o6 ,

*.O.3 2B3O7~17E.O2, 0. ie32196O3E+O1,~~O.3l .O3 7b7SE~ 02, O.~1? 262769E—O6,
* O.60632972E+O1, O. ’4 2263757E+O1,—O. 12831391E—0 2, O. Ll6O67d9 1E—06,
* O.167917~I3t ,O3, O.36Oii 7 i8E+O1.—O. 146131103’4E—03, O.97O2 1de37E..07/

c C(6 5— 72 ) = T a* .3— PHZ IA I R)  C(81.SIII T*s ,1—DHI(S1 )
C C( 73—8 O)=T -P HI(A IR) C(85~ 96,:T-PH I( ST )

OA TA C3/
s— O.75087058E.Oi, o,11q75318(+02,.O.51le97~3O~+O1. o,86i 17189C,00, 

- 
-

..O ,1.61,65825t,O1, o.72950252E,O1,-O,311634e30E.Oj , 0.531e81679E.00,
* O.14752989E.0I. O.311316823E—03,—0.72263217E—07, O.706714258E-t1,
* 0. 15511~ 99t.01, O,22969926E—03,—0.30136D65E-07, 0.16063403E— 13. ,
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*_O.5294119211E,O1, O,812705119E+O1,.O.35O60fl03E+O1, O.604]1050E+OO,
* o . 13281128 E+01, O.61’609301E—03, -O.26113~4 12 (—O6 ,  O ,4+9219’ 22E-1O,
* O .14672766C+O1, 0.369663’48E 03,-0.75831q41!SE—07, O .73580599C-11.
* O.15730’452(.O1, O .25260709 E—03 , — O .32232 19 0E—0 7 ,  O.18963480E-t1/

C C(9 7—11 2) P H I (A I R ) — H (A I R ) * * .1 C( 113—1 28) PHI ( S T ) — H ~ ST )* a .1
DATA CII /

* O.t 2866~17l1 E+O1,—0.5O’ ,31069E+OO, 0,60398901E+OO,-0 ,96568664 E—O i ,
* 0.12687 ’452E-s. O1,—0. ’I8~461587E+OO. 0 .5956862 5E+OO ,—O .960 2952 ’ e E—O] . .
• 0.91777572E+OO. 0.19520990E-O1, O.35762e22 E+OO,-O.592 1862~4 E-o1 .
*—O . 18693399C.03, 0.1387333~4 E+O1, O.3O 8536O PE+00 , O. 415964 155( 01.
* O.13871 365 E+Q3. —0,70862 184 I C+O0 , 0.756~4 27 2 7E + OO ,—O ,1368OO69Ei0O.
* O.116143026E.Oi, —O , 3 1662771eE+O0, 0.52539e3OE+OO ,—O.91123937E—01, 4

* 0. 78653828E+OO, 0.21 0591541 E+O0. O .2530 0707 (+0O .—0. ’1703902 2E—01.
•—O.1214011011E.OO, 0.15417t 735E+01,—O.3 721a69~ E,0O, o .5 2718’.35E-O1/

C C( 129—t ~et e ) : T — C P(A I R)  C I14 e 5~ 16O) T — C P ( S T )
DA TA C51

$ o .2412O6 170 E+OO , —O . 13~198’e1e6E—0~1, 0.1’3163915E-07, 0,6 0081127E—i1,
* 0. 251O5719 E.OO,— O.522O~12O ’ e E—O e. 0.677393’1’SE O7. O.18O527~eOE.1O,
• 0.179383~e9E+O0, O.869320’45E Ol e,— 0.2 ’ .28150t eE—07 , O.264~95125(—1t ,
$ 0 .2229918’4E+OO. 0 .3932793~eE —0 ~e, —O .66 19957 M E—O5 , 0 .~42 5O2O 2OE— 12 ,

0.23700038 E s O O ,  O,29777156E—0~i. 0.13666959E—09 , O.25~e3U 268E— 1t ,
* o .2q 8939O e E+OO ,—O.11 727 t q 6 E—O~e, O. 4e55954e22(—07. —O .127~4772 5 E—1 O.
* 0.189417177E+0O, 0, 988223O5(— Ole. .0 .2 .538~ O0E~ 07. 0.24 l 5~e8297E—1 1.
$ 0.2170564e6E+0O, 0.67578018 E—0 14 .—0 .12411778 FE-O1, 0 .85238710E— 12/

C C I161— 176 )=H (A I R)* $ ,1—P HI (A IR)Ct1 77—1 92 1 :H(ST)** .1~ PHI(ST )
DAT A C6/

*—O. 4187417106E+01, 0.82931926t+0 1,-0.37562603E+01, 0,E7972 b26E +OO .
•— O .~e8883198C+O1, O. 82628 565E’01.-0.37036996E+O1. 0.66206651E+OO,
s — O . 20]36861E+01, O.3576801,2E+O1 ,— O.11567~ 7O E+01, O.2 005272 6E+0O,
* O.69769981E+O0 ,— O .588 3841 ’4 5 E+OO . 0.976’ l7J.25E+0O,-O,1637’1j 79E.,.OO,
•—O. 5~,O6 575’1E+O1, O.93O65379E+01,—0.e11349~ 1~ E+O1, 0,835981e5E,00,
*— 0. 4.6600 228t+O1, o .78951606(+01 ,—0.351173o3 OC+01, 0 .65O2b3 6p5E+OO,
s —a .19411139E+O1, 0• 34762933E+O1 ,—0 .11527’e9~ E+01, 0.2] .761018E+O0,
* 0. 144 91e1066( +01 ,— O,17630590 E+O1, 0.15j 1’425~ E+O1,—O,23 leO51 l 19E+OO/

C C( 193-208) T.HL C(209-2241 ) T—H F
DATA Cu

* 0.228411121(i.02, O .1~ê837O61 (+OO , O.36708269E—03 ,-0.1Q2165211E—06,
•—O .25633651(+02, 0.323170’+1E+OO. O .15480752E 03, 0.15211672E—O7.
•~ O.18.OO u46 ( +02, O.32382’499E+0O, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*—O.1l12811785E+03, O. 111+1799 13E+OO , 0.10780869E—03 , —O .7 2016790E—08,
* o.228141121E+02 • 0 .141837061E+0O, 0 .36708269 E—03, —o . lo2leea’ec-o 6,$ •—0.25633651E.02, 0.323170411E+OO . O.3.54I80752C-03,— 0.15271672E-07,

• *—0.1841O01’16E+02, 0 .32382’499E+OO, 0.14e418241SSE—03 • —O.1104 l6188E~ 07.
•—O.1412544785E.03, O.’e’1179933C+OO , O,10780569E—03, —O,72016790 E-08/
IF (PCMN .GT.0) GO TO 790
GASP:FZAST
GO TO 11 30

790 FA sFA IN
IF (FA.LT. —0 .O01 •OR . FA .GT .FZAST+O ,00t) GO 10 880
X zXA RG
FA CT :O.0
IF (FA .NE .O ,O) FAC1 :FA*11 ,0.FZAST)/ (FZASI* (1.O .FA))
GO TO (930,14,l4O,1j50,tI180,1560,1700,1950,3S70 ,1550 ,1970),KMN

C ANY TYPE OF FA ILU Rt CAUSES AN ANSWER or o.o 13 BE RETURNED
880 GASP O.0

4 GO TO
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930 IF (X.LT.XM IN (3. )) GO TO 880
IF (X.GT.X 82(1)) GO 10 990
IF (X .GT.XBI (1)) GO 10 970

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE 10 AIR ENTHALPY - LOW RANG E
XA I R C ( 1 ) , X * ( C ( 2 ) + X * ( C ( 3 ) + x s C ( 4 4 ) u
GO 10 1030

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO AIR ENTHALPY - MID .0W RANGE.
970 XA IR C (5)+X* (C (6)+X* (C (7)+X*C (8)))

GO TO 1030
990 IF (X .GT .XB3 (i)) GO TO 1020

C CURV E FROM TEMPERATURE TO AIR ENTHALPY - MID HIGH RANGE
XA I R= C(9 )+ X . ( C ( 1O )+X * ( C ( 1 1) ,x s c ( 1 2) ) )
GO TO 1030

C CURVE FRO M TEMPERATURE TO AIR ENTHALPY - HIGH RANGE
3020 IF (X .GT .XMAX (j)) GO TO 680

XAI R C (13)+X* (C (1~e)+X*lC (15)+X*C (16)))
1030 IF (FA.CQ.0.0) GO TO 3390

IF (X ,GT .XB2 (1)) GO TO 1080
IF (X.GT.X81 ( 1)) GO TO 1060

C CURVE FROM T EMPERAT URE TO PRODUCTS ENTHALPY - LOW RANGE
XST C ( 17 ) +X s ( C (  18 ) +X* ( C (  19) +X5C ( 20 ) )
GO TO 1370

C CURVE FROM TEM PERATURE TO PRODUCTS ENTHaLPY - MID LOW RANGE
1060 XST C (21 ) .X* (C 221+** (C(23) .Xs C 2 4 ) ) )

— GO TO 1370
1080 IF (X.GT .XB3 (1)) GO TO 1130

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO PRODUCTS ENT HA LPY - MID HIGH RANGE
XST C 4 25 ) +X* (C ( 26) +X*(C ( 27) +X*C 4 28)
GO TO 1370

C CURV E FROM TEMPERATURE TO PRODUCTS ENTHA LPY - HIGH RANGE
-5 1130 XST C ( 2 9 ) + X s ( C ( 3 0 ) + X * ( C ( 3 1 ) ,X * C ( 3 2 ) ) )

GO TO 1370
1150 IF IX.LT.XMIN (1)) GO TO 680

IF (X.GT.*B2 (1)) GO TO 1180
IF (X ,GT .XB 1 ( 1 .) )  GO TO 1170

C CURVE FROM TEMPCRATUR(*s .1 TO AIR PHI LOW RANGE
- t X T X**.1

XA IR C(65).XTS(C(66)4KTS(C(67).XT*C(68)))
GO TO I2SO

C CURVE FROM TEMP(RATuR(s* ,1 TO AIR PHI MID L3W RANG E
1170 XT X**.1

XA IR C(69 ) .XT* C ( 70 ) +X T * ( C ( 7 1 ) +X T * C 7 2 ) ) 1
GO TO 1250

1180 IF (X.GT.X83 (1)) GO To 1190
C CURV E FROM TEMPERATURE TO AIR PHI • MID HIGH RANGE

XA IR= C( 7 3 ) + Xs ( C (7 4 1 ) .X s ( C (7 5 ) .X S C ( 7 6 ) ) )
GO 101250

1190 IF (X ,GT.XMAX (1)) GO TO 880
. C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO AIR PHI - HTGh4 RANGE

XA IR C (77)+X* (C (78 )+X~ (C ( 79 )+X*C ( 80 1)
1250 IF (FA.EQ .0.O) GO TO 1390

IF IX . G T . X B 2 ( 1 ) )  GO 10 1300
IF (X.GT.XB1U)) 60 10 1280

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURCSS ,1 TO PRODUCTS PHI • LOW RANGE
*STZC (8i)+XT$(C (82)+*T* (C (83),XT*C (8~e)))

- 
- - GO TO 1370
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C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO PRODUCTS PHI - MID LOW RANGE
1280 XST C(85)+X*(C (86)+X*(C (87)+X*C (88)))

GO TO 1370
1300 IF (X.GT.XB3 I1)) GO TO 1350

c CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO PRODUCTS PHI - MID ‘4IGH RANG E
xST C189)+Xs(C(90)+x*(c (91)+x*c(92)))
GO TO 1370

C CUR VE FROM TEMPERATURE TO PRODUCTS PH! - HI3H RANGE
1350 XST C ( 9 3 ) + X * ( c ( 9 4 4 ) + X * ( C ( 9 5 ) 4 X * C ( 9 6 ) ) )

C LINEAR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN AIR AND P~ROD UCTS EQUATIONS
1370 GA SP=XA IR + (XST~ XA IR )*FACT

GO TO i’e30
1390 GASP:XAIR
14130 RETURN
11.LeO IF (X .LT.XMIN (2)) GO TO 880

IF IX.GT.X 82 (2)) GO TO 344 44 44
IF (X.GT.XB1(Z )) GO TO 144~42

C CURVE FRO M AIR ENTHALPY TO TEMPERATUR E - LOW RANGE
XA IR=C ~3 +x * +x*~c~ +x*c ( 36 )
IF (F A.NE,0.0) C PA:C ( 129)+xAIR *cCI13o .s.xAIR* CU31 +x~ IR*cu3~ )u
GO TO 11450

C CURVE FROM AIR ENTHALPY TO TEMPERATURe . - M I D  _ OW RANGE
1~4412 XAIR :C(37)+X* (C (38)+X * (C (39)+X*C (440)))

IF (FA .NE.0.O) C PA = C (j 33 ) +X A I P~* ( CU3 L4 ) .x a I q s ( C c 1 3 5 ) +x A I R* C ( 1 3 6 ) ) )
GO TO 1~450

i’44144 IF (X .GT ,XB3 2)) GO TO 141’66
C CURVE FRO M AIR ENTHALPY TO TEMPERATUR E - MID ~IGH RANGEX A I R = C ( 1 4 1 ) + x s ( C ( 4e 2 ) + x * ( C ( 4 4 3 ) + x * C ( 4 4 1 1 )

IF (FA.NE.O .U ) CPA:C (137)+XA IR* (C (138)+XA IR* (C (339)+XA IR *C (14 .O)))
GO TO 11450

1~44i6 IF (X ,GT .XMAX I3)) GO TO 880
C CURV E FROM AIR ENTHA LPY TO TEMP ERATURE - HX3H RANGE

IF ( F A . N E . O . 0 )  CPA = C ( i 44 l ) ,X A IR * ( C ( 142) ,X M IRS( C U i e 3 ) . I .X A IR * C( 144 ) U
11.50 ANS XA IR

IF (FA.EQ.O.0) GO TO 11159
IF 1X.GT.XB2 (3)) GO TO 1~45’4
IF (X .GT.X81 (3)) GO 10 14152

C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS ENTHALPY TO TEMP EMATURE - LOW RANG E
XST=C (1.9).KS C SO).X*CC (51)+x*C C 52fl
CPS C 4 11.5 1 +XST* (C U’46 ) +XST* (CI 1417) .XST*C11448) ) )

• 60 TO 1’.56
C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS ENTHAL .PY TO TEMPER A TURE - MID LOW RANGE
11.52 XST C (53),X*(C (5’4)+X (C (55)+X*C (56)))

CPS:C (1419)+XST* (CUSO)+XST* (CU51)+XST*C’152)))
GO 10 14158

11.541 IF IX .GT.XB3 3)) GO TO 11456
C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS ENTP$AL PY TO TEMPERATURE - MID HIGH RANGE

XST*C (57)+X .(C (58)+X*(C (59)+X*C (60)))
CPS C (1531,XST* (C (151.)+XST* (C (155),XST*C4156)))
GO TO 14.58

- 

- 

~~~— 14158 IF (X .GT .XMAX 43)) GO TO 880
¶ C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS ENTHALPY TO TEMPERATURE - HIGH RA”~GE

xsTsc46l).x. C 62 .x*4c463 +x.c 61.u
CPS*C(157).XST*(CU56),*ST* CUS9 )+XSTSCII6O )))

4 
14158 CPsCPA ,(CPS .’CPA )*FACT

44
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ANS (CP A *XA IR+ (CPS*XST—CPA*XA IR )*FACT) /CP
14459 IF (KMN.EQ,6) GO TO 14460

GASP ANS
GO TO 14.30

1.460 X ANS
GO TO 1150

14480 IF (X .LT .XM IN(11)) GO TO 880
IF (X.GT .X92 (41)) GO TO 1500
IF (X .GT .XB1(44)) GO TO 11490

C CURVE FROM AIR PHI TO AIR ENTPIALPY .*,j - LOd RANGE
XA IR C (97)+X* (C (98)+X* (C (99)+X*C (100)))
GO TO 1520

C CURVE FROM AIR PHI TO AIR ENTHALPY**.1 - MI) LOW RANGE
14490 XAIR C (101)+X*(C (102)+X*(C (103)+X*C (i0Il)))

GO TO 1520
15o0 IF (X , G T .X 9 3 ( 4 ) )  GO TO 1510

C CURVE FROM AIR PHI TO AIR ENTHALPYs* .1 - MID HIGH RANGE
XA IR : C( 10 5 )+X s ( C( 10 6 )+ X * ( C ( 10 7 ) + X* C(j O 8 ) I )
GO TO 1520

1510 IF (X .GT.XMAX (5)) GO TO 880
C CURVE FROM AIR PHI TO AIR ENTHALPYS* .1 - HIGH RANGE

XA IR C (109)+X * (C (130)+X* (C (111)+X*C (112)I)
1520 IF (FA ,EQ.0 ,0) GO TO 1530

IF (X ,GT. XB 2 (5 ) )  GO TO 1524
IF (X .GT.X8 1( 5 ) )  GO TO 1522

C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS PHI TO PRODUCTS CNT HALP T** .1 - LOW RANG E
XST C( 113)+Xs (C U1le )+X * (C( 115 1+x*C( 116))?
GO TO 1528

C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS PHI TO PRODUCTS ENT HALPY**.1 — MID LOW RANG
1522 XST C I117) ,X * (C( 118) +X * (C ( 119)+X *C( 120)) )

GO TO 1528
1521. IF (X .GT.X B3 (5 ) )  GO TO 1526

C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS PHI TO PRODUCTS ENTHALPY** .1 - MID HIGH RNG
X$T C ( 121) +X* (C ( 122) ,X* (C ( 123) +X*C ( 124 ) )
GO TO 1528

C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS PHI TO PRODUCTS E~aTHAL PY* . .1 - HI(~H RANGE
152~ XST:C (125 )+X* (C (126)+X*IC (127 ).XsC (128)H
1528 XAI R:XA IR+ (XST~ XA IR )*FACT

FAR~ FA * (FZAST—F A )
XM1:X—1 ,0
GASP:(O .999946— (- ,001441776*FA+XM1*FAR* (~ .~.~~O395775+le,976839Q7

1 SXM 1)))*XA IR**10
GO TO 1430

1530 GASP:XA IR**10
GO TO 1430

1560 IF (X. LT.XM IN( 1))  GO TO 880
IF (X.G T .XB2 ( 1) )  GO TO 1580
IF (X .GT .XB 1( 1) )  GO TO 1.570

C CURVE FROM TEMPERA TURE TO A IR CP — LOW RANGE
XA IR C( 1 .2 9 ) +X * ( C ( 13 0 ) .X * ( C ( 13 1) +X * C( 13 2 ) ) )
GO TO 1800

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO MIR CP - MIII LOW RA~IGE
1570 XA IR C (133) ,X * (C(1344)+X* (C1135)+x*C1136)I)

GO 10 1600
1580 IF (X .GT.XB 3 ( 1) )  GO TO 1.590

C CUR VE FROM TEMPERATURE TO AIR CP • MIU HIGH RANGE

-5 - 
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XA IR C ( 13 7 ) + X * ( C ( 1 3 8 ) + X * ( C ( 13 9 ) + X * C ( 1  - 0 ) ) )
GO TO 1600

1590 IF (X .GT.XMAX (1)) GO TO 880
C CURVE FROM TEMPERAT URE TO AIR CP - N IGH RANGE

XAI R C (144 1) +X * (C I i ’42 ) +x * (c (  1443 ) +~(*c I j144
1600 IF (FA. EQ .O. o) GO TO 1650

IF (X.GT.X82(1)) GO TO 1620
IF (X .GT.XBt(1)) GO T~ 1610

C CU RV E FROM TEMPERA TU R E TO PRO DUCTS CP - LOW RANGE
XST:C 4 345) +x* (~~( 11.6) ~X * ( C (  144 7) +X*C 1 148) )
GO TO 16’4O

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO PRODUCTS CP - MID L~W RANGE
1610 X ST C ( 1 4 4 9 ) + X s ( c I 1 5 0 ) + x * ( C ( 1 5 1 ) + X * C ( 1 5 2 ) ) )

GO TO 16’4 0
1620 IF (X.GT.X B3 (1)) GO TO 1630

C CURVE FROM TEMPERAT URE TO PRODUCTS CP • MID HIGH RANGE
XST C C 153 ) +X *  (C ( 1544 ) ~X *(C ( 155 ‘+X*C ( 156)GO TO 16’ê O

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO PRODUCTS CP - HIGH RANGE
1630 XS T~C(t57)+X.(C (158)+X.(CU59)+X.C (i6O))161.0 IF IPCMN.EQ.9) GO TO 1370

CP :XA I R+ IXST —X AIR ) *FACT
GO TO 1670

1650 IF (I(MN.EQ.9) GO TO 1390
CP XA IR

1670 XA I R~ RAI R+ ( R ST — RA I R ) * FACT
IF (X MN .EQ .8) GO TO 1390
SASP:t ,0/ ( 1.O-XAI R/778.0/ CP)
GO TO 11430

1700 XH X ** .1
IF (X .LT.X MI N(2 ) )  GO TO 860
IF (X.GT.X62(2)) GO TO 1720
IF (X.6T.X81(2)) GO TO 1710

C CURVE FROM A IR £NT HAL PY** .1 TO A IR PH~ - LO~ ~ANGE
XA IR

~ C (161 )+X H* (C (162) +XH*( C (163) +XH*C I 16k)))
GO TO 171.0

C CURVE FROM AIR ENTHALPY* ..1 TO A IR PH& - MID LOW RANGE
1710 XAIR C (165)+XH* (C (166)+XH* (C (167)+XH*C (168)))

GO TO 171.0
1720 IF (X.GT .XB312 )) GO TO 1730

C CURVE FRO M AIR ENTHALPY **.1 TO AIR PHI - MI) HIGH RAN GE
XAIR :c1169 +XMS C (170 4.XMSCCU71 +XH*cUu2 U

• GO TO I7’lO
1730 IF (X .GT .XMAX (3 )) GO TO 880

c CURVE FROM AIR ENTHAI.PY*$ .1 TO AIR PHI - HIGH RANGE
XAIR C C 173) +XH* IC( 1744) +XH* (CC 1.75) +XH*C( 1’6)

1711 0 GASP XA IR
IF (FA.EQ .0.0) GO 10 11430
IF ( X . G T .X 8 2 ( 3 ) )  GO TO 1760
IF C X . G T .X B i ( 3 ) )  GO TO 1750

C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS ENTHAL ”Y**.l TO PQ ODUCTS ‘HI • LOW RMI6t
-5 XST C C1 77 )+X H* (C ( 178 ) ,X P4* IC U79 ) ,XH S C ( 160 1) )
-5 60 TO 1 780

C CURV E FROM PRODUCTS ENTI’4ALPY*s.1 TO PRODuCTS ‘HI - MW LOW RANG
1750 XST :CU81),XH* CU62),XH* CU83),XH .Cu84.)1)

GO TO 1780
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1760 IF (X ,GT .XB3 (3)) GO TO 1770
C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS ENTHALPY*s .1 TO PR ODUCTS ‘HI - MID HIGH RPIG

XST C 1 185) +XH* (C ( 186) +XH* (C ( 187) +XH*C 4 16* I
GO TO 1780

C CURVE FROM PRODUCTS ENTHALPY .*.1 TO PRODUCTS ‘HI • HIGH RANGE
1770 XST C (189)+XH* (C (190).X$*4C~~ 91)+XHsc (192) )
1760 ANS =XA IR+(X ST~ XA IR )*FACT

FAR= FA * (FZAST-FA)
GASP=ANS * xH*FAR* -.2044654.14..13463566*xH)~~.OO01ie 1.ie14*FA*FA

1 ~2.765760~e2*FAR*FAR +1.0)
GO TO 1430

1950 IF (X.LT.XMIN (1)) GO TO 880
IF (X.GT .XB2(i)) GO TO 1960
IF (X .GT.XBI(1)) GO TO 1955

C COMPUTE H-LAMB OA FROM TEMPERATU RE - LOW RAN GE
GASP C C 193) +X* (C C 1 914 ) +X* (C ( 195 ) +X*C (196 I I)
GO TO 1430

C COMPUTE H-LAMBDA FROM TEMPERATURE - M ID LOW RaNGE
1955 GASP :C (197)+X* (C (198)+X* (C (199)+x*C (200)I)

GO TO 11.30
1960 IF (X .GT.X83C1 )) GO TO 1965

C COMPUTE H-LAMBDA FROM TEMPERATURE - MID HIGH RANGE
GASP :C(20 1) + X S ( C ( 2 0 2 ) + X * ( C ( 2 0 3 ) + X * C ( 2 0 Ie ) I )
GO TO 11430

1965 IF (X , GT .XMAX (1 ) ) GO TO 880
C COMPUTE H— LAMB DA FROM TEMPERATURE - HIC,’4 RAV GE

GASP C C 205 ) +X* (C( 206) +X* (CC 207 ‘ ,X*C C 208) I
GO TO 11.30

1970 IF (X.LT .X MIN( 1) )  GO TO 880
IF (X .GT .X82 (1)) GO TO 2010
IF (X.G T.X8 1( 1) )  GO TO 1990

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATUR E TO FUEL ENTH A L~Y - LOW RANGE
GASP C (209)+X$ (C (210)+X*IC (211)+X*C C212~~~GO TO 11.30

C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO FUEL CNTHAL Y - MID LOW RANGE
1990 GASP :C(213) .x . C ( 2 14 1 ) + X * ( C 2 1 j ) + x * C ( 2 1 6 ) - )

GO TO 14430
2010 IF (X ,GT .XB3(1)) GO TO 2030

C CURVE FR OM TEMPERA TURE TO FUEL ENTHAL”Y - MID HIGH RANGE
GASP :C(2 17) .x * C C (2 1 8 ) + X * ( C (2 19 ) .x S C (2 2 0 ) ) )
GO TO 1430

2030 IF (X. GT .XMAX (1)) GO TO 880
C CURVE FROM TEMPERATURE TO FUEL ENTHAL PY - HIGH RANGE

GASP :C (221)+X* (C (222),X*IC (225)+X*CC2241)I)
GO TO 11.30
END
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APPENDIX B

MATRIX COEFFICI ENT PR EDICT ION LOGIC

Definiti on of Matrix Coeffi cients

~(1.O - rat-f oj of terms to be matched )
Partial Deri vati ve CCI , j)

~Variablej

Matrix Rati o to be Independent Prediction
Coefficient Matched (1) Var Iable (j) Method

C(1 ,1) Turbi ne flow rate Compressor beta (BETA1) Avg. value
C( 1,2) /map demand\ Turbi ne Re (P4Q5) Equation
C( 1,3) \ supplied / Rotor speed (SNL) Equation
C( 1,4) Turbi ne temp (14) Avg. value

• C(2 ,1) Shaft horsepower BETA1 Avg. value
C(2 ,2) /Co.~ressor \ P4Q5 f(PLA )
C ( 2 ,3) \ turbine ) XNL Equation
C(2 ,4) T4 Avg. value
C ( 3 ,1) Nozzle flow rate BETA1 Equation
C ( 3 ,2) fCapability \ P4Q5 Equation
C(3 ,3) \ supplied / XNL Equation
C(3 ,4) T4 f(PLA)
C(4 1) Turbi ne temp BETA1 Zero
C(4,2) limit P4Q5 Zero
C(4,3) (14/Limi t) XNL Zero
C(4,4) T4 Avg. vaTue
C(5 ,1) Rotor speed limit BETA1 Zero
C ( 5 ,2) (XNL/Ljmj t) P4QS Zero
C(5 ,3) XNL Avg. value
C(5 ,4) 14 Zero
C(6,1) Compressor corrected BETA1 Zero
C(6,2) speed l imit P4Q5 Zero
C(6,3) (XN1R1 /L imjt ) XNL Avg. value
C(6 ,4) 14 Zero
C(7 ,1) ( Net thrust l imit BETA1 f(PLA)

• C (7,2) ! (FN/L imlt) P4Q5 f(PLA
C (7 ,3) - XNL f( PLA~C(7 ,4) 14 f(PLA)
C(8 ,1) Compressor dlschrge BETA1 Avg . val ue

• C(8 ,2) temperature limit P4Q5 Zero
C(8 ,3) (13/ Lj mj t) XNL Avg. value
C(8,4) 14 Zero
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C MATRIX COEFFICIENT PREDICTION LOGIC
C
C A~ = TURBINE A REA SETTING
C BETA1 = COM PRESSOR OPERAT ING LINE DEF INITION , BETA
C PLA : POWER Lt VER ANGLE

-5 C PIQPR = ENG INE INLET DELTA (P1/114.696 )
C P201 : COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RA IIO
C P4.Q5 = TURBINE EXPAN SION RATIO
C P14Q5M TURBINE MAP NON—DIMENSIONAL !X’ANSIO ~1 RAT IO
C P709 : EXHAUST NOZZLE EXPANSION R A T T O
C T1QTR ENGINE INLET THETA (T1/515,67)
C T’e = OPERATING TURBINE INLET TEMPER~ TUR E
C TI OES = DESIGN TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE
C W 1RI COMPRESSOR CORRECTED AIRF LOW RAT E
C WI4RI = TURBINE CORRECTED AIR FLOW RA TE
C W 7R7 = NOZZLE CORRECTED FLOW RATE
C W7R OAO = NOZZLE FLOW FUNCTION (W7 *SQRT (THETA 7)/DELTA7/A8)
C XM = FLIGHT MA CH NUMBER
C XNL = COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE ROTATTO ~1AL SP~E0
C XN1R1 = COMPRESSOR MAP CORRECTED SPEED
C XN 1.Rle = TURBINE MAP CORRECTED SPEED

-5 C
00 2147 11:1,8
00 24.7 I2 1.1.

24.7 COEF(I1,12) :O.0
C EQU ATIONS FOR ALL POWER LEVER ANGLES

COEF (1,1 ):CONST1
COEF (2 ,1 ):CONST2
COEF (3,t) FUNCT1(SORT (T1.OES),A 1. ,P291 .W 7ROAR)
COEF (6.1 ) CONST3
CO EF(3 ,2) :FuNCT2 (X N1R1,XN14 R1.,W 7RQA 8,P1.05.*2)
COEF 2.3):FUNCT3 T14OCS,T11OES*P1405 ,XN1R1..2 ,XN1R1as3
COEF ( 3,3):FUNCTI1(W7R7..2 ,WIR1,XNI4R1.)
COEF (5,3):COPISTI.
COEF I 6.3):CONST5
COEF G,3):CONST6
COEF (1 ,4.):CONST7
CO EFI2 ,4. ) CONST B
COEF(l4 ,*1) CONST9
IF (PLA.LT .IiO.O) GO TO 21.6

C EQUATIONS FOR PLA EQUAL TO OR GREATER THA~4 1.0
COEF (7,1):CONS1O
COEF (1,2) FUNCT5 (SORT P4.QSM),P1.Q5M**2 ,XNL ,A4.I
COEF (2 ,2):FUNCT6 (P14QSM ,P14Q5M*.2 ,T4.SS2,XNL)
COEF (7,2) CONS11
COCF ( 1. 3) :FUNCO7 ( SORT C P2Q1) A1., XN 1R1 , XN1R1eS2 I
COEF (7,3) CONSI.2
COEF (3,14) FUNCO6(W7RQAG**2 ,A1.SXNL .XN14R1. **2)
COEF(7, 14) CONS13
GO TO 2149

C EQUAT IONS FOR POWER LEVER ANGLES LESS THAN 4.0
2’46 COEF 7,1 :FUNcO9 XM,P~ A . W 7RQA8.P7Q~~)

COEF (1.2):FUNC1O (XN1.M4.**2 ,SQRT (XN1.R4.),SQRT (BETAI),SQRT (P14Q5M ,)
COEF (2 .2):CONS111
COEF (7 ,2):FUNC11 (T;OCS ,PLA ,SQRT (B (TA1))
COEFC1 ,3):FUNC 12 (T1QTR ,P1QPR .W7RT ,SQRT(P,Q1))
COCF (7.3):FUNC13 (BCTA1S*2 ,P7Q9SS2 ,PLA ,W1.R4.,
coEFu ,4. :coNsls
COEF (7 ,4.):FUNC11. (XM .PLA ,SORT (T14) ,T1.)

24.~ CONTINUE
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APPENDIX C
TUR B INE MAP REGR ESSION MODEL

C Z = TuRB~N€. A R E A  S E T T I N G  UNPUT )

C XN T~J R8XNE MAP CORHECTED SPEED (INPUT)
C PSIG TURB INE NON-DIMENSIONAL EXPANSIO N RATIO (INPUT )
C W TURB = TURBINE MAP FLOW RAT IO VALUE (FLOW /OCSISN FLOW ) (OUTPUT )
C

FUNCTION ~ TURB I Z, X N , R C )
DIMENSION W (3).X13)
ZLABL1 L.AY(R1 (MINIMUM TURBINE AREA SETTYNS)
ZLAB L2=LAYER2
ZLABL.3 :LAYER3
ZLABLII :LAYERI4 (MAXI MUM TURBINE AREA SETTYN ;)
X 0: XN
X1:XN/100.0
X2 RE
X 3 SQ RT  ( X l )

X 4.:X1SX1
X5:X1sSj.5
X6:SQRT (X2)
X7:R2sX2
XS XZ**1.5
*9 X3sX7
*113*4.1*7
*1413*3/Xe

X183X 4.sX6

*303*8/*5
1.31
IF (Z.L.T.ZLABL2) GO TO 110
IF (Z . LT . Z LA 8 L3)  GO TO 120

I; ~Z .C Q . ZLa8L ii GO TO DO
60 T0 130

110 NCH*FUNCTI (XO .I1 .5)
IF I*2.LT.RCI4 ) GO TO 114.
~(1)zCONST1GO TO 115

111. W (1 ) FUNCT2 (X3.X9 .X11 ,l ./X6.X20,1,/X14.)
115 IF (R.E0.ZLABLI) SO TO 170

X(1 )sZLABLI
4 1:2

120 RCH :FUNCT3 (x0.s0.2)
IF (X2.LT .RCHI GO 70 124.
W ( L ) CONST2
IF (X0.GT .i00.0) W (L ) FUNCT4. (XO.X0’*4.I
G0 70 125

124. bfl L ) FUNCT5(*5 ,*9,X11 ,X114.X16 .X18,X20,1./X18.X3/17)
• 125 IF (z.CQ .ZLA6L2) GO TO 170

X(L) :ZL.AbL 2
IF ( L .EQ.2)  GO TO 160
L:L~1

130 X035X0ss3
• RCHZFUNCT6 (l*O—95 .)e~2 .X03 .1./X03)

IF (X2.LT .RCII) GO TO l3~w(L)SFUNCT7 (XO.32,*Oase)
-5 G0 T0 135

- 
- 

- 
j34. bl(L)SFUNCT8(X9 .1./K9.X11.X19 .1./X1l ,l./X14.,X3/X7)

1~ . 51
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135 IF (Z .EQ .ZLABL3) GO TO 170
X (L) ZLABL3
IF (L.EQ.2) GO TO 160

-
~ I L:L+1

1.40 RCH F U N C T 9( (X O— 9 5 .)* * 2. 1./ X O ** 3 )

- IF (X2.LT.RCI-4 ) GO TO ~~W ( L I FUNC 1O(X O**3)
- GO TO 1U5

114 14 W C L ) FUNC11 (X1 ,X4.X9.Xj5’X19.1./X1j,1./X14 I
1 11.5 IF (Z.EQ .ZLABL4) GO TO 170

X(L):ZLABLI4
1 160 WTUR B (W (1)*CX (2 )-Z ) W C2 ) * (XC I ) - Z ) )/ (X (2)’X (l))

R E T U R N
170 WTURB W C 1 )

R ET URN
END

•-51

I

4~
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C Z = TURBINE AREA SETTING (INPUT)
C XN = TURBINE MAP CORRECTEO SPEED (INPUT)
C P510 = TURBINE PSI/PSI* (INPUT)
C (TUMB = (PSI/EFFI/PSIs (OUTPUT )
C

FUNCTION CTURB (Z,XN .PSI Q)
DIMENSION E(3).X(3 )
ZLABL1 LAYER 1 (MINIMUM TURBINE AREA SETTYNG )
ZLABL2 :LAYER2
ZLA BL3 LAY ER3
ZLAeL .4:LAYER4 (MAXIMUM TURBINE AREA SETTIN5)

• X1 XN/100.0
X2 :PSIQ
X3 :X1*X 2
X1OSX 1*X1
Xji :X2*X10
X12:X10,X2
X133X2/X10
X1I 3X2$X11
1:1
IF (Z .LT.ZLABL2) GO TO 110
IF (Z.LT.ZL.88L3) GO TO 120
IF (Z.EQ .ZLABLI4 ) GO TO 1140
GO TO 13O

110 E(1) :FUNCT1(X 12.X13,X2** 1.5.X2 .s .2,X3 *s14 .X 11433 3)
IF (Z .EQ .ZLABL1) Go TO 170
* (1) :100 .0
L 2

120 X7:X23X2/X1
C CL I :FUNCT2 ( *2, *10, Xli . *2*314, *13*3, X7**3)
IF (Z.EQ .ZLABL2 ) GO TO 170
* IL ) ZLA8L2
IF (L.E Q.2) GO TO 160
L:L~ 1

130 X44 X2/*1
£ (L):FUNCT3 (X2.X2 ,X10 ,X14333 ,X113s2 ,*13 .s4.)
IF (Z.EQ .ZLA 8L3) GO TO 170
X(L):ZLABL3
IF (L.EQ.2) GO TO 160
1:1. + I

1140 X8:X1/ (X2*X2)
E L):FUNCT 14 X8 ,X11,X12 ,X13,X2**1.S,SQRT (x3))
IF IZ,(Q.ZLABLI4 ) GO TO 170
X (L):ZLA~LI4

160 CTURB (E (1)* (X (2)~ Z) t (2)* (X (1)~ Z) )~‘4X (2 —X (1))
RETU RN

170 CTURB :C (1)
RETURN
(ND
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APPENDIX D

COMPRESSOR MAP REGRESSION MODEL

C BETA = COMPRESSOR MAP OPERATING LINE REFERENC E (INPUT )
C PCN = COMPRESSOR MAP CORRECTED SPEED (IN ~UT)
C WAC = COMPRESSOR MAP CORRECTED FLOW (OUTPUT)
C RC = COMPRESSOR MAP PRESSURE RAT IO (OJYPUT )
C ETA = C3~ PR P.SSOH MAP EFFIC IENCY (OUTPUT)
C

SUBROUT INE CUM P C BETA .PCN ,WAC ,RC ,ETA
Xi:8(TA
Y I zPCN
IF (f1 .LT .YM IN) Yj=YMIN (MINIMUM VA LI D MAP SPEED )
IF (Y 1 .GT.YMAX) Y1:YMAX (MAXIMUM VAL ID MAP SPEEDI
YS :SQ RT(Y 1)
XS SQR TCX I)
Y15 :Y1*YS
XIM 1.—X l
X1M2 :X1M*X1M
Y1M 100. Y1
X 1OAM P 1.O
IF (Y1.GT .iO 0.) GO TO 10

C CORRECTED FLOW FOR BETA = 1.0 AND SPEED •I.E. 100
WREF:FUNCT1 (Y1S+Y1M*$l i • Y1M*s5)

C EFFICIENCY FOR 3(TA = 1.0 AND SPEED •LE. 100
EREFZFUNCT2 (Y1M**2 .YS3Y1NS*3 ,Y1.5SSQRT TiM))
GO TO 20

C CORRECTED FLOW FOR BETA : 1.0 AND SPEED •GT . 100
-5 10 YNDY1—iO0 .

WR (F=FUI9CT3 (rMise2 ,YS .YM1.SQRT (YM I)/y1,)
-5 C EFFICIENCY FOR B(TA z 1.0 AND SPEED •GT. 100

(RCF$FUNCT4.(Yi ,Y1**6 )
20 IF (Y1 .GE. 100.5) 60 TO 60

IF 1*1 .67. 1.0% 60 TO 30
C AOO ITIvC OCLTA FLOW FOR BETA .LT . 1.0 AND SPEED .LC . 100

OW :FUNCT5 ( X1M *X1*Y1M .X1M *Y1N*Y 1*XIS*2 .Y1,YIM .XIMS*2.X1M2SXIMS*2 ,
1 X1M2 *Y1**2*X1MS*3 ,SQRT (Z1))

C ADDITIVE DELTA EFFICIENCY FOR BETA •L~ . 1.0 A~I0 SPEED .LE . 100
DE:FUNCT 6(*S ,X 1M**2 ,X1M*Y1M*XS ,Y1M*X1M S*2 ,E1M*Y1q**2,(X1MSYIM)**2 )
IF (Xi •GT. 0.99) X 1DAM P (1.0—X1)$1OO .O

• IF ~Y1 .LE . 99.5) GO 10 100
GO TO SO

30 DW :O .0
IF (Ti .GE. 95.0) 60 TO ‘40

C AOO ITIVE DELTA FLOW FOR BETA •GT. 1.0 A~4O SPEED •LT. ~SY95N:~5, Y1
*M 13X1— 1.0
DWZFuNCT7 SQR T XM1 .Y9SM) ,XN1*y ~5$,XMj*Y~ 5M sX 1sX$)

C ADDITIV E DELTA EFFICIENCY FOR BETA .67. 1.0 AV O SPEED .L.E. 100
+0 Y1M2ZYINSY1M

• 
- O (:FUNCTS( ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1 XSMS*2*Y1M*.1..X1M*s3 .Y1SX1M**3*Y1MS*3)
IF (Xl .LT. 1.01) X1OAMPZ (Xi— j.0)S100 ,0
IF (Ti .LE. ~~~~~ GO TO 100

50 Dw1:OW
DCi:OE
Y1QNP1ZIOO.5—Yi

60 IF (Xi •GT. 1.0) 60 TO 80
C ADD ITIVE DELTA FLOW FOR BETA .17. 1.0 AND SPEED ,GT. 100

-• 70 DW*F UNCT~~(X1M*ViM.X1M..2 , X1MSS4.)
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C ADOITIVE DELTA EFFICIENCY FOR BETA .L1. 1.0 A ’ID SPEED .GT . 100
OC FUN C 1O(X 1M*Y1M ,Y S*X 1M **2 )
IF (Yl .LT. 100.5) GO TO 90
IF (Xl .GT. 0.99) X 1DAMP :( 1.O—Xi * i0O .O
00 10 100

C ADDITIVE DELTA FLOW FOR BETA .GT. 1.0 AND SPEED •Gr . 100
80 DW O.0

C ADDITIVE DELTA EFFICIENCY FOR BETA •GT . 1.0 A ID SPEED •GT . 100
DE FUNC 11 C X 1M *Y 1M,YS *X 1M **2 ,X 1ss2 )
IF (Ti .LT. 100.5) GO TO 90
IF (Xl .LT. 1.01) X 1DAM P (X1~ j.O)siO 0.O
GO TO 100

90 0W2 0W

Y1DMP2 :1.-Y1DNP1
DW :OW 1*Y1DP1P1+0W2 *Y1DMP2

- 
- OE DE1*Y 1DM P1+DE2 *Y1OM P2

C FINAL CORRECTED FLOW AND EFFICIENCY
100 WAC WR EF+DW *X1 DAMP

IF ( W A C . GT.CONST I)  WAC :CONSTI.
IF (Yi.LE .YMIN ) WAC:WAC *PCN*CONST2

I 
- ETA ERCF+DCSX1DAMP

IF (ETA. GT .CONST3) ETA CONST3
IF (CTA.LT .CONST 14 ) ETA :CONST4

C PR ESSURE RATIO EQUATION FROM BETA AND C~ RR ECTED FLOW
RC:CONST5*( (WAC/CONST6 )**CO NST7+ 1.O X 1) CO~iST8
RETURN
END

I

4, . -
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